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Advertisement.

THE Author of the following Sheets

may perhaps stand in Need of an

Apology for not publishing them soon

er ; as it is now some time since Mr. Ken-

nicott\ Piece has been laid before the

World. They were in a great Measure

printed off much earlier in the Summer,

but were delay'd on Account of Busi

ness of some Importance to the Author,

with which the World has been already

somewhat acquainted, and of which they

may probably hear more in a little Time.

Hertford Coll. Oxford,

Aug. 20. 1753.

Fowler Comings.
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P. 49. L. 23, 24. Formal read Til — LV25: for 11303 read

*113D3 — P. 5 1 . L. 1 7. For Boar read ifojz. — P. 5 3. L. 1(3. For

,nirkt read Tiaiy -—'P. 60.L. 7. For height read JV/J^. — P.

62. L.6. For when read — L. ult. for ever read every.

P. 63. L. 30. Instead of otw* conversant, we must &c. read

more conversant. We must &c. — P. 64. 4. Instead of the se- .

cond X'H read Xin — P. 119. L. 26. After Kingdoms add (of the.

Heathens ) * * '



THE

PRINTED HEBREW TEXT

OF THE

OLD TESTAMENT

VINDICATED.

THE Holy Scriptures, which display to

Mankind the awful Proceedings of

Him, who is infinitely exalted above

the Reach of mere human Faculties,

are the high Prerogative of fallen Man. Without

these we are lost in endless Doubts and Perple

xities, ignorant of every thing the Knowlege,

whereof can either delight or profit us. It is to

this Fountain of Instruction alone that we know

our Original, the Design of our Creation, toge

ther with the Means of arriving at the End pro-

pos'd. The written Word is the only Medium

thro' which we can have the least Glimpse of

the divine Oeconomy ; which is otherwise en

tirely conceal'd by those Clouds of Darkness in

variably interpos'd between Jehovah's glorious

Throne^ and the mere human Eye. The Sun of

Righteousness alone can dispel these impenetrable

A Mists,
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Mists, and unsold to us the various Parts of the

divine Administration. By this celestial Light

we see the Commencement, the progressive Ad

vances, and the final Completion of that ama

zing Plan, whose Object: was human Happiness ;

begun, carried on, and perfected by the undivi-

ved Three. In the sacred Volume we find these

blessed Truths reveal'd with all that Tenderness

which he could mew, who supports the various

Relations of Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier

of Mankind : the Author and Perfecter of our

Salvation. And tho' the whole Oeconomy of

Redemption is in itself a Subject too spiritual for

the Comprehension of the human Mind, yet

such is the paternal Tenderness of our Heavenly

Father, that the Perspicuity of Nature is design'd

to unfold the Mysteries of Grace ; till we come

to those higher Regions, where we shall no long

er fee thro' the Glass of the Creatures by Re

flexion, but shall behold the Fullness of the

Godhead beaming forth in unclouded Majesty

and Glory. — But till Death shall be fwallow'd

<up of Life, and Corruption be cloath'd upon

with Incorruption, we walk by Faith and not

by Sight. We enter not upon the present Pos

session of heavenly Enjoyments, but contem

plate them as held forth to us under the fairest

Images of material Objects : being taught by

Him, who created all Things double, the celes

tial Realities and the earthly Patterns, to see the

eternal Originals beautifully delineated in the pe

rishing Copies. — If we look into ourselves, and

no farther, we find our Knowlege terminated
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by very near Boundaries ; we know very little

even of the Objects that are most familiar to us ;

and can scarce pronounce positively where our

Evidence is most full. —Thus are we left, if we

rest in human Discoveries, in the most perplex

ing Uncertainty; or, what is equally unprofit

able, are engag'd in such Pursuits," which, let

the Success be what it may, can never answer a

rational Expectation. If He, that has the great

est Share of human Learning, would thus try

each Part of it, he might find Reason perhaps to

sink lower in his own Esteem, than they that

have made any considerable Advances therein are

generally inclin'd to do. How many Articles

might safely be rang'd in the Class of Uncer

tainties ! And how many more would naturally

fall under the comprehensive Plead of Trifles !

Thus it is ; thus it must be confess'd to be with

human Acquisitions. Blefled therefore be the in

finite Mercy of Jehovah ! who hath constantly

interpos'd to remedy these Imperfections of our

Nature : who hath led us by means of earthly

Things to the Knowlege of heavenly ; who

hath clearly made known to us the Mysteries of

the Gospel by various Representations taken from

sensible Objects, by which we are taught, in the

sacred Scriptures, to contemplate and understand

the Things that are invisible.

The Advantages then arising from God's

Word being the only Priviledges on which Man

can value himself ; what Care and Circumspec

tion ought we to. use in explaining it's Truths,

and conveying it down to the latest Posterity in

A 2 the
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the same State in which we receiv'd it ! On this

not much, but all depends. Since no human

Knowlege, though an hundred-fold greater than

any we have yet seen, can ever supply a Defect:

of the Knowlege of God, and of ourselves ; nor

any human Grandeur ever be an equivalent to

him, whose Duration on Earth is but for a Day,

for the Loss of inconceivable Happiness in that

After -State, which shall never have an End.

These Things being so, any Attempt which,

designedly or undesignedly, seems likely to in

validate the original Records of Heaven, calls

loudly for the Discouragement of all who va

lue the Happiness of themselves and every fu

ture Age.

Now the Method which must, in the End,

most effectually destroy the Evidence of the

Scriptures is, in my Opinion, the giving to each

Man a Liberty of correcting the sacred Text at

Pleasure. This at first View bids fairly for the

Accomplishment of the Design. Since if this is

permitted, the Word of God must, in a little

Time, by Additions and Diminutions, be no

longer a Scheme reveal'd from Heaven, but must

dwindle away into an human Composition. Mr.

Kennicott has lately publish'd An Examina

tion of the State of the Printed

Hebrew Text of the Old Testament,

in a Dissertation in two Parts, in which he en

deavours to prove (see P. 247) " that there have

" been made, in the Copies of the sacred Books

of the Old Testament, very many and very ma-

" serial
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" serial Mistakes." * This is an alarming Con

sideration ; and must put every Friend to the

Gospel upon a serious Examination to see whe

ther the Assertion be well supported. For if the

original Text be indeed so very much, and so lie-

*ry materially corrupted as to authorise Alterations

merely from Conjecture ; it is very obvious that

the Authority of these sacred Writings must

daily decrease, and their Evidence be less and

less to be depended upon. What is here said a-

rises from a Liberty, which Mr. Kennicott has

often allow'd himself, of altering the Hebrew

Text, with very little more Evidence, than what

proceeds from the greater Propriety which he

fancies another Expression might have. This, I

question not, appears a very dangerous and bold

Attempt to every serious Christian : and the na

tural Consequence of such Proceedings (should

they ever be allow'd ) is too obvious to be men

tions.

When a Passage stands uncontradicted by e-

very other ; when it is consistent with the Con

text, and appears in it's present State to be pro

moting the general Scheme of the sacred Scrip

tures, I know nothing we can possibly do in such

a Tho' this perhaps may seem somewhat contradictory to what

he observes in the Introduction to his Work, (P. 1 1.) where he has

these Words : " For whose Satisfaction and in Justice to the pre -

"sent Text, it must be (and is here with Pleasure) observ'd

"— that the many Variations and Errors, which do in fact oc-

cur, are chiefly found in Places not immediately relative to the

" Faith or Practice of Mankind:" For I do not think a good

Christian can with Pleasure observe, that the sacred Books of

the Old Testament have in them very many and very material
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Cases, but search.out the full Import of the1

Place; which, when discover'd, will not seem,

in the least, to require a correcting Hand. An

hasty or inattentive Perusal is often the Cause of

Objections to a Passage, which, when attentive

ly and cautiously examin'd, appears truly glorious

and divine. This must be the Case more es

pecially in the Scriptures of the old Testament,

where we have, among other Difficulties, a Lan

guage which has not as yet been throughly ex-

plain'd by the Labours of the learned. Which

one Consideration ought to restain every rising

Inclination to alter hastily the sacred Books. " E-

very one is at Liberty to propose to the World

any Interpretation of a Passage, which the Lan

guage will admit, and no other Part of Scripture

Discountenances : But in the Nature of the

Thing, none can be allow'd a Liberty of alter

ing, to remove a Difficulty which Time and

Patience may clear up. To do this, would be

to assume a Power with which no Creature can

be invested ;—a Power of making Jehovah speak

what we please, instead ofwhat his own all-com

prehensive Wisdom has determin'd.

If it should ever become a Custom among

Christians to publish immediately to the World

any Objections they may have to a Passage, and to

pronounce them unanswerable, the Consequence

must be very fatal. For tho' the Difficulties

should be clear'd up to the Satisfaction of proper

Judges; yet the less skilful in these Matters,

-who know not the Merits of either Cause, will

be naturally' led to have less Dependence on a

Book,
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Book, the Integrity of which is so violently con

troverted. In tender Compassion therefore to the

Souls of the less knowing, the greatest Caution

is necessary on this Head. Every Difficulty calls

loudly for a frequent Examination, and that to

be made with every proper Help. The Assis

tance of others, whose Judgment and Learning

are given them for the Benefit of Mankind, is to

be constantly afk'd : And, above all Things, the

Assistance of that blessed Spirit, who gave these

holy Books, and under whose Direction alone

they are to be understood, must be earnestly im-

plor'd; and nothing can be safely pronounc'd,

till every proper Help has been carefully applied.

If this was to be done, (and I trust in God it

will for the future be done by every serious Chris

tian,) how few Passages would wear that Diffi

culty which appears in some Instances. They

are, I am sensible, so few that, for my own

Part, I dare not think of pronouncing upon their

Number, . > ^ ravi.?.

! The Design of the following Sheets is to re-

examine the Passages which Mr. Kennicott has

lately consider'd, and brought as Arguments for

the Corruption of the original Text. I have lai4

before the Reader my Sentiments on each of the

Passages he has objected to, endeavouring to

shew their Meaning, and the Propriety of them

as they now stand; and the Interpretations, I

hope, in general, will be found such as the ori

ginal Words will well authorise ; where any new

one is propos'd, as there is occasionally, it is

humbly laid before the publick for their Examir

nation,
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nation, and shall be given up as soon as it is

(hewn that the original Words, or the Context,

or any other Part of Scripture will not admit of

it ; or whenever a better shall be offer'd. I have

undertaken this Examination merely for the Pro

motion of God's Glory, no where to be disco

vers without his own Revelation. As this is

my View, I shall give what appears to me to be

the true Answer to Mr. Kennicott's Objections,

without observing any thing more than the Sub

ject shall seem to require. And may that God

whose Mercy is over all his Works ; who at first

enlighten'd the linful Darkness of the human

Understanding by his original Revelation, and

has still preserv'd it in the World by a Succes

sion of holy Teachers, may He continue this ce

lestial Light in it's purest Brightness to the latest

Posterity ! May it more and more diffuse itself

to the utmost Borders of the Earth, till Christ

becomes, in the fullest and most extensive Sense,

a Light to lighten the Gentiles, and the Glory

of his People Israels And may this our Land

shew itself duly sensible of the greatest Blessings

which God can give, or Man receive ! And

may it more and more abound in the Knowlege

of the Gospel of Christ, till the Commencement

of that awful Period, when the small Acquisi

tions of Science proceeding from Analogy shall

be lost in immediate Intuition !

Before I proceed to an Examination of the

particular Instances produc'd by Mr. Kennicottt

I shall lay before the Reader a few general Re

flexions on each of the principal Methods by

 

which
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which he endeavours to correct the original Text ;

whereby we shall see the Danger there is in the

Application of them. The first I shall mention

is the Translation which we call the Septuagint. *

Whoever will examine thisTraniration7~and "

compare it with the original, will soon be con-

vinc'd that it cannot (whatever else be it's Use,)

be a proper Means of correcting the Hebrew

Text. It is frequently so lax as scarcely to have

one Greek Word answering to one Hebrew

Word. Wherever there was any Difficulty, the

Authors of it did not give a verbal Transla

tion, but put their Sense of the Place into a Pa

raphrase, by which we find how they understood

it, but nothing farther. This might be shewn

by ah Induction of Particulars, was it not a Point

that every Man may easily acquaint himself with.

Those that have ever look'd into the very learn

ed and pious Dr. Pocock's Commentary on Ho-

sea, &c. have, I question not, found this Matter

settled greatly to their Satisfaction. There are,

besides, in this Translation many known Devia

tions from the Original, which many able Pens

have been employ'd in accounting for ; and which

have been in many Cases attributed to a Fear of

offending Ptolemy and the Egyptians. This be

ing the Scheme then which these Translators

pursued, and these the Liberties they took, they

a The Reader may expect to see in a little Time some of these

Points, ( particularly what relates to the Septuagint and the Sa

maritan Text) which are only consider'd here as far as they be

long to the following Work, treated of more largely by a Gen

tleman, whose Years, Learning, and Judgment throughly quali

fy him to discuss an Affair of such Importance.

B cannot
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cannot be brought as Evidence for any reading ;

which no Translation that is not verbally literal

can be asserted to have preserv'd. — I {hall here

subjoin what Dr. Carpzove, in his Answer to

Mr. Whijlon, has very judiciously remark'd in

Relation to the Septuagint.

"Let us admit, says he, that the Greek,

" which is call'd the Septuagint differs very wide-

" ly from the Hebrew Copy, yet it differs also

" so much from itself, that as many Editions of

" it as are to be seen at this Day, so many various

" Readings may be observ'd ; and no Man is so

" clear-sighted, as to be able to declare or inform

" us, which of them exactly agrees with the ori-

" ginal Greek Text, or which of them is inter-

"polated; what Changes, Transpositions, Ad-

" ditions and Mutilations many of these Editions

"have fuffer'd, partly from the Boldness of

" Criticks and ignorant Pretenders, partly from

" the Injuries of Time : and how many Things

"have been foisted into it, which change and

" confound the ancient and genuine Text of this

" Translation, from the Versions of Aquila and

" Iheodotion, and other Greek Translators out of

" the OSlapla of Origen. Let our Disputant then

" first acquaint us, what Edition, what Reading

" of this Version, he acknowledges for authen-

" tick and genuine ; and then let him prove both

" its Genuiness and its Agreement and Harmony

" with the Hebrew Reading of the original Co-

u py, from whence it was taken. Supposing then

"that this differs from the present Hebrew

" Reading, either by the Change of similar Let-

" ters,
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" ters, or by a different Punctuation, whether is

" it to be ascrib'd to the Supineness and Inad-

" vertency of the Translators, or to the universal

" Corruption of all the Hebrew Copies ?" See

Marcus's Translation of Carpz, p. 22, 23. And

a little lower he says ; "If that were the antient

" and genuine Hebrew Reading, which is ima-

"gin'd to differ from the modern, because of

" the Variation of the Greek Copy, I very much

" wonder how it came to pass, that the Chaldee

" Translation, which was taken from the entire

" and pure Copies, should agree better with the

" modern Hebrew Copies ( or to speak in Mr.

" Whijloris Way, how it mould long ago have

" been form'd upon the same Plan with the cor-

" rupted Reading that was to come after ) than

" with the old and genuine Copies. Such always

" hath been the Dignity and Prerogative of au-

" thentick Writings, that when they differ from

" a Translation, the Error mould be rather at-

" tributed to it than to them ; neither must their

" reading be put out of Possession, unless it be

cc prov'd by most weighty Arguments, that it can

" no longer maintain it's Place. Therefore that

"Conclusion is altogether absurd and rash, by

" which these false Criticks, from the Disagree-

"ment of the Greek Translation, attempt to

" bring the original Text into Suspicion of Cor-

" ruption, or to charge it with Errors."

If to this be added what the learned 'Joseph

De Voifin, in his Observations on Raymund Mar

tins Pugio Fidei, has observ'd with regard to

the seventy Translators, their Evidence will per-

B 2 haps
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haps no longer be consider'd as sufficient to esta

blish any Reading against the original Text*

This Author, with others, thinks that the Trans

lation of the Seventy was not made from the ori

ginal Hebrew ; but from a Chaldee Paraphrase

then in use. See Pug. Fid. 1 1 4. Ed. Par. 1 6 5 1 .

What has been said of the Seventy may in

Part be applied to the oriental Versions ; which

also frequently give us not a literal but a para

phrastic Rendring. Tho' this is a Point that can

need no Proof to those that have frequently con

sulted these Versions ; yet as it is not so general

ly known as the extraordinary Variations of the

Seventy are, I shall produce an Instance from

the Arabic, and another from the Syriac Ver

sion. The Variation of the Arabic shall be ta

ken from Gen. 6. 4. which our Translators have

thus render'd : There were Giants in the Earth

in those Days ; and also after that, when the Sons

of God came in unto the Daughters of Men, and

they bare Children to them : the fame became

Mighty Men which were of old Men of Renown.

Part of which in the Arabic stands thus : <Ji

fgJ <^>U> (jL: \yX*.£

Quia filii Elohim mgrejjifunt ad Filias Cain, &

genuerunt eis. Here (to mention no more of

the Variations which occur in this Verse) is a

remarkable Change of the Hebrew DINH into

the Arabic which, however true, is still

not a Translation, but a manifest Comment.

The
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The Variation of the Syriac I shall take from

Gen. 8. 7. yvtr\ Ntf'i myn n« nWn

a J pNH ^a D'OH r\U?y And Hesentforth a

Raven, which went to and fro, until the Waters

were dried upfrom offthe Earth. In Syriac thus :

JLiOjX <j-£>Ol JJo iC-SlSO lO-aJO l^C^V jvJCO

JLsj^ t*-3^ ^io JLoo gta »> Mitteretque Corvum

qui quidem egrejjus ejl neque reverfus, donec ficca-

rentur aquœ de Superficie terrœ. In this Trans

lation what is in the Hebrew, which went forth

to and fro, until the Waters were dried up : is in

the Syriac, and did not return until the Waters

were dried up.

By these Instances we see the Liberties which

the Translators took: for which Reason they

cannot be affirm'd to have preserv'd a Reading

which we are to admit in Preference to what

stands in the original Text. Since the Appear

ance of a Contradiction, in Places seemingly paral

lel, might easily induce them who had taken a

Liberty of varying from the original Words, to

use the same Expressions in their Versions of

both Passages. Mr. Kennicott's Book will sup

ply many other Instances of their Deviation from

the present Hebrew Copies, which must be

deem'd very conclusive against them, if the pre

sent Reading in these Cases shall be found vin

dicated. I shall conclude this Article with what

the very learned and laborious Editor of the En

glish Polyglott has observ'd in his Proleg. 6.

a Which the Targum of Onkelos has thus faithfully translated :

:»jrm bjfo K'D won ty nwn pen poll 10-iiy rv nbu;i

Sec.
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Sec. 1 1 . Multa enim [ab originario Textu discre-

pantia~\ ejse pojfunt ex Interprets lap/ii, dum vel in

Leclione, vel in genuino Loci Senfu, vel in vera

Verborum Significatione errare pojjit. Sape etiam

Paraphrajlem agit, & V°.rba quadam ad Loci Ex-

planationem addit, quadam etiam qua minus neces-

saria videntur, omittit.

MSS. are another Help by which Mr. Kenni-

cott endeavours to correct the present Text of

our Hebrew Bibles. But here, I apprehend, the

Authority of all such MSS. whose Evidence is to

be taken against the approv'd Reading, ought

first of all to be clearly shewn : and till this is

done I see not how they can possibly be set up

against all the authenticated Copies. The various

Readings, which the Church has ever admitted,

are still prescrv'd. And farther than this if we

advance, it must be done with much greater

Caution than we seem at present aware of. For,

notwithstanding all that has been lately said, the

known Care of the Jews, even to a Degree of

Scrupulousness, in the Preservation of the He

brew Copies in their original State, will not per

mit us to suppose that the authenticated Copies

f could be subject to any Variation worth-regard

ing. a For those few seeming Mistakes which

have been corrected in the Margins of our Bi

bles, tho' the Alteration has, thro' a very great

and laudable Care, not been admitted into the

Text, cannot be brought as Evidence against the .

a Imo tanta Superftitioneferuntur \Judcei\ erga sacros Codices,

Ut in Libra Legis fi vel unicum Erratum depreheniant, fro illegiti-

mo damnant; & abjiciunt. Walt. Prol. 7. Sec. 4.

Reading
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Reading of the present Copies, which in all Cases

of Importance have propos'd the Variation, if

they are not understood to have adopted it. The

Variations which Mr. Kennicott has produc'd

from MSS. are chiefly such as are manifestly

owing to the Negligence of the Transcriber, and

could not cause the least Trouble to any Reader.

These, I can hardly think, it would be proper

to trouble the World with. 1 Since it would

make many neglect the Reading of the original

Scriptures, which would then appear more and

more encumber'd with Difficulties. Especially

as there could be no Advantage, arising from

such a Collection, to the Scholar himself who

mould be thus employ'd. The Pursuit could

only terminate in a grievous Misapplication of

Time, which was given us for infinitely higher

Purposes. And as for those Variations which are

not casual, but really make a Difference in the

Passage (as the Word of God is not to be trifled

with, or to have bold Experiments tried upon

it;) they must not, they cannot be regarded, till

, . the Authority of the MSS. from whence they

are taken, is prov'd superior to those Copies

which we have receiv'd in a perpetual Succession,

guarded. by the greatest Care and Circumspec

tion, and which the ancient Chaldee Paraphrasts

(by very many Centuries, in Point of Antiquity,

beyond any Hebrew MSS. now produc'd,) have

a If what is here said wants any Confirmation, the Authority

of Bp. Walton may be brought to suppoit it : Scribarum etiam

, Errores, qui tum in Textum, tum in Verfionetn, irrepere pojsunt

pro variis LeBionibus non habendi. Prol. 6. 1 1.

^ in
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in general exactly follow'd. Before I dismiss this

Subject I would observe, that very few of the

material Alterations which Mx. Kcnnicott has

made are authoris'd by any MSS. These, as

well as the printed Copies, discountenance most

of his principal Criticisms. — And it ought be

sides to be very attentively consider'd, that the

MSS, according to Mr. Kennicot£% own Account

of them, are so carelefly and negligently tran

scribe ; are so full of very material Mistakes ari

sing from the Ignorance, or Haste, or Inadver

tency of the Transcribers, that they are absolute

ly unfit to be set in Competition with all those

Copies, which the whole Church was nearly

concern'd to see faithfully tranfcrib'd. For Proof

of this, I would refer the Reader to p. 410. of

Mr. Kennicott's Dissertation, where he will see a

Variety of Mistakes enumerated which occur in

MS. 1. And in other Parts of his Work the In

stances are so very numerous, that it is needless

to refer to them.

I (hall but just mention a third Way Mr. Ken-

nicott has of correcting the sacred Text, which

is by comparing what he calls parallel Places,

and by inserting or omitting in such a Manner

as to make each Passage express the same Senti

ment in the same Way. To this may be attri

buted a very considerable Number of his Altera

tions. And how many more must be made up

on the same Plan it would be difficult to deter

mine. But here one Thing is principally to be

attended to ; namely, whether the two Passages

are really speaking of the same Thing: for if

they •
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they are not, an hasty Determination will be

productive of very fatal Consequences : and if

they are, the learned are well agreed about such

Differences ; and have given very clear and satis

factory Answers to the Objections brought a-

gainst them. To these therefore I shall refer the

Reader, without being at the Trouble of tran

scribing them : only adding the Answer which

Mr. Kennicott himself has given to all his own

Objections on this Head : " Proofs these, says

• "he, that the two sacred Historians, tho'they

" could not at first really contradict each other,

" did not however always express the same Sense

" in the very same Words and Phrases." P. 24.

The last Thing of this Kind, which I shall

take Notice of, is the jSajiyaritan^ Pentateuch.

The Use of this has been so much controverted,

and it's Evidence, as yet, so throughly invalida

ted, that I cannot think it should have been set

up against the Hebrew Copies, without having

been clear'd from the Imputations brought against

it. The Samaritans were a People in perpetual

Enmity with the Church of God : consisting

of Idolaters of various Nations, with some fugi

tive and apostate Jews : ignorant and wicked to

the last Degree : worjhipping they knew not what,

while Salvation was of the Jews. Dr. Prideaux

has this Account of them : " and then to prevent

" the Land from becoming desolate, he brought

" others from Babylon, and from Cutha, and from

" Avah, and Hamath, and Sepharvaim, to dwell

" in the Cities of Samaria in their Stead." Prid.

Con. V..I. P. 24. Ed. Fol. And again, P. 327,

. C 328,
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328, he says ; " Sanballat having built this Tem-

" pie, and made Manajfeh High-Priest of it, Sa-

" maria thenceforth became the common Re

fuge and Asylum of the refractory Jews; .so

" that if any among them were found guilty of

" violating the Law, as in eating forbidden Meats,

"the Breach of the Sabbath, or the like, and

" were call'd to an Account for it, they fled to

" the Samaritans, and there found Reception, by

" which Means it came to pass, that after some

" Time the greatest Part of that People were

" made up of Apostate Jews, and their Descen-

" dants. The first of these Samaritans were the

" Cutheans, and such others of the Eastern Na-

" tion, as Esarhaddon planted there after the De-

" portation of the Israelites. But when these A-

" postate Jews flocked to them, they became a

"Mungrel Sort of People made up of both."

And Bp. Walton has the following Observation

concerning them : Ad Hœc respondeo, I. locum il

ium Deut. 27. 4. mendojum ejfe in exemplaribus Sa-

maritanis, idque negari non pojfe cum in omnibus

codicibm Hebrœis omnibusque verJionibus antiquis

legatur Ebal non Garizim. Hebraorum enim po-

tiorem ejfe AuSloritatem, quibus Oracula Dei con-

credita fuerunt, quique Ecclejia Dei permanferunt

donec propter reje£tum Mejfiam Deus ipfos rejecit,

Gf libellum repudii dedit, Samaritis J'chij'mate &

cultu corrupto ab Ecclejia vera divuljis> dubitari

non potejl. Prol. 1 1. Sec. 16. This is the known

and acknowleg'd State of the People of Sama

ria. Can we then apply to such a Race of

Wretches for a more faithful Copy of the Law,
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than is to be found among them whose greatest

Glory was the Sacred Scriptures, and who reve-

renc'd them in an unparallel'd Manner ? Shall

we receive from the worst of Schismatics a Co

py of the Law as Authentic, without knowing,

in the least, the Care or Fidelity with which it

was transcrib'd ? And mall this be done too

when there are found in it manifest Corruptions

designedly made ? a And when we have no far

ther Account of it, than that it was pick'd up

in the East in the sixteenth or seventeenth Cen

tury, and dispers'd in Europe, without any thing

produc'd to establish it, or to wipe off the As

persions, which the Character of the People,

from whom it was taken, must unavoidably

throw upon it ?

I shall conclude these general Reflections on

the Samaritan Pentateuch, with what Mr. Ken-

nicott himself has laid down concerning it. " The

" Descendants of the Samaritans being a People

" very few in Number, their Copies of the Law

K were probably few in Proportion. And as we

" know but little of their History, their few Co-

" pies may have been render'd Defective and Im-

" perfect thro' Time and Accidents; and such

a The Samaritans must' be allow'd to have deftroy'd the Evi

dence of their Pentateuch by the Corruption made in Deut. 27. 4,

and the monstrous Insertion found in Exod. 10. 17. Wherever

1 therefore the Samaritan varies from the Hebrew Text, we can

not give the Preference to the former, which is so openly con

victed of Corruption in some Cafes ; and which may, for other

Reasons not so conspicuous, have been the unauthoris'd Cause of

the Variation in every other Place, where at present we find a

Disagreement.

C z " Defects
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" Defects may have been supplied by their ha-

" ving recourse to an Heb. Copy, and transcri-

" bing in the Sam. Character so much as would

" compleat their own Copy or Copies. That

"this may have been the Case will be thought

" probable by every reasonable Enquirer ; when

" he considers the Manner in which most Co-

" pies of the Sam. Pentateuch have been sent us

" scarce any, perhaps not one very antient

" Copy, that is entirely transcribd by the same

" Hand, and is perfectly free from that Mixture

" of Vellum and Paper, and of earlier and later

" Writing, which are so observable in the Bod-

" leian Copies." The Reader, after what is here

said, may perhaps be furpris'd at Mr. Kennicott's

producing the Samaritan as Evidence against the

Hebrew Text. For if we know nothmg of the

Care the Samaritans took of their Copies ; little

of the History of the People; (except what is

greatly to their Disservice;) and have reason to

pronounce their Copies of the Law defective and

imperfeB ; if this be the Cafe, as Mr. Kfnnicot

here allows 5 by what Authority, and with what

tolerable Propriety, can any Man correct the au

thenticated Copies of the Hebrew thereby ?

These are the General Observations which I

thought proper to premise, before I enter'd up

on an Examination of the Particular Texts : and

I hope if these Reflections are duly attended to,

they may supply a full and sufficient Answer to

many of the Objections which Mr. Kennicott has

propos'd. I shall now begin to re-consider the

Texts he has examin'd, in order to settle them
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as far as I am able, and to clear them from the

Imputation of Corruption which we find laid

upon them : the only Thing that could possibly

recommend a Task, in itself, on many Accounts,

very unacceptable.

There is nothing in the Introduction which I

shall take notice of, except some improper Re

flections (P. 9, 10.) on a very Pious and Learned

Writer, who has animadverted on two Disserta

tions lately publish'd by Mr. Costard. " This

" Gentleman, says Mr. Kennicott, who desires to

" be consider'd as a Proficient in the Hebrew

u Language remarks thus on Mr. Co/lard, p. 15

" and 16. — He would- have the LXX to be cor-

" rupted in Gen. 31.7 &c. But This is not quite

"satisfying, he would suppose an Error in the

" Hebrew itself, in the Management of which he

uJhews a Degree of Effrontery and Profanneefsfit

<« to undertake any thing. The only Remark pro-

" per to be made upon this Passage may be —

" that the Author of it discovers such a Strength

" of Passion and such a Weakness of Judgment,

" that, instead of proving Others can undertake

" any thing, he only proves He himself ought to

" undertake Nothing." Mr. Kennicott has mark'd

the Words, " He would suppose an Error in

" the Hebrew itself," as if they prov'd his Point.

But this is by no means the Case ; since the Gentle

man, he is so disrespectfully and injurioufly speak

ing of, does not here suppose the whole Hebrew

Text absolutely free from a very few flight Er

rors easily to be corrected : but he supposes, as

every true Christian must, that the Text Mr.

Costard
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Costard is there considering is free from Error ;

and that whoever shall, for the Sake of carrying

a Point, misrepresent it as corrupt, deserves the

severest Censure and Reproof. I cannot there

fore approve of Mr. Kennicott's mis-stating this

Author's Words so grievously, and bringing them

to prove that he held the Absolute Integrity of

the Hebrew Scriptures ; when they are only a

Disapprobation of the Attempt, which Mr. Cos

tard had made, of making the Hebrew Text say

what he pleas'd.

P. 19. 1 Chron.' 1 x. t ; 2 Sam. 5. 1. .

wmk ywy\ losy run chro. .

lawn ywS) idvv laan Sam.

" The first Word here that make any material

" Variation in the original Sense, is nJH Ecce ;

f* which in Samuel is UJn Ecce Nos, and proba-

" bly was run originally as in Chronicles, before

" the n was corrupted into U." If we are to de

termine concerning the Propriety of the present

Reading by Probability only, we must see whe

ther the Text, as it now stands, wants Correc

tion. It will be difficult to find where the Re

dundancy or Impropriety is, if it be render'd in

the following literal Manner : Behold us I we are

thy Flejh and Bone.

P. 22, &c. 1 Chron. 1 1. 2 ; 2 Sam. 5. 2.

Vine? nvm dj xswhw Sian dj Chro.

*mw nvra -- uvthv dj Viddk oj Sam.

waom awn nnN — i?n Chro.

♦aom infra nn»n nnK iVo Sam.

" In
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" In the Text here the third DJseems unneces-

" sary ; and, as it is not found in Samuel nor in

" the Greek Version of either Samuel or Chro-

" nicies, it mould probably be omitted in Chro-

" nicies." Many Words in the sacred Scriptures

willseem unncessary upon a hasty Perusal, which

when carefully examin'd will appear worthy of

their divine Author, all whose Works are done

in Truth and Wisdom. In every dead Language

it is perhaps more difficult to settle the exact

Meaning of it's Particles, than it is to account

for any other Part of it. But to cast out of a

Writer every Particle which we might not im

mediately see the full Force of, would surely be

the wildest Scheme that ever was propos'd. I

do not speak this as if I thought the Particle DJ>

as it here stands, incapable of an Explanation :

for our Translators having given us the natural

Signification of it, by rendring it, even, shew it's

Use and Propriety in the present Case : And more

over in time past, even when Saul ivas King.

. P. 24. " The Text in Samuel has two evi-

" dent Corruptions in the Words x^flD nnMrt

" *yoaV\ ; the n, being unnecessary at the End

" of the Verb, is evidently taken from the Be-

" ginning of the next Word, which is defective

" for Want of it ; and the radical N is dropt at

" the End of the second Participle.'' These Cor

rections are all made in the Margins of our com

mon Bibles ; and have perhaps in general been

acknowleg'd as various Readings preferable to

those admitted into the 'Text. Tho' probably,

upon a closer Examination, it may be found that
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the Hebrew Language does not require them.

For the n is often found at the End of Verbs as

it is here : thus 2 Sam. 10. 1 1. njW,7 ,l7 rtfTm

— Again 2 Sam. 22. 41. spy *S nnn '3W:

with innumerable other Instances that might be

produc'd. — The n is in so many Places pre-

fix'd, and in so many others omitted, that it

can* scarcely be pronounc'd where the Language

requires it, and where it does not. — And as for

the at the End of '3D, there are Instances

more than sufficient to prove that *3D is not de

fective without it. Wherever the Verb Nil in

any of it's Conjugations indeed occurs without

the H, I believe, the Jews have inserted it in

the Margin, looking upon the Verb as defective

without it. But whoever fliall examine the In

stances in which it occurs without the K, will

be inclin'd to think that the Jewish Gramma

rians have shew'd a superfluous Care in adding

what the Nature of this Verb does not seem at

all to require : any more than do the other Verbs

whose last Radical is tf. Thus Jerem. 19. 15.

' "Vyri ba *2Q 'JJrt. So again, C.3 9.1 6. 1 Kings

12.12. C. 21.21, 29. These Instances, I believe,

will be sufficient to establish what has been now

laid down ; though many more might easily be

given. These and some other Particulars may

justly make us cautious how we admit even the

Marginal Variations.

" The Word TJi had perhaps the Preposi-

" tion V originally prefix'd in Chronicles as well

« as in Samuel, since the LXX, Alex, and Vat.

"Copies give us ets qyXfjtyjov in both Places."

As
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As there is not the least Shadow of Proof that

the *y ever was prefix'd to TJJ, it is highly pre

sumptuous to suppose it. And Mr. Kennjcott

has in this very Page given us the Answer to a

thousand Cavils of this Kind, which are to be

found in his Dissertation. "Proofs these, says

" he, that the two sacred Historians, tho' they

" could not at first really contradict each other,

" did not however always express the same Sense

" in the very same Words and Phrases.". It is

not easy to account for Mr. Kennicott's so soon

forgetting his own Observation. — When each

Expression is in it's Place apt and proper; to

make them both the same by mere Conjecture

is taking such Freedom with the Word of God,

as cannot be thought of without Horror.

To this Place I must beg leave to refer the

Reader for an Answer to his next Objection ;

(P. 26) for I shall not repeat the Answer, when

ever he is pleas'd to repeat the Cavil. This

would be making the Dispute endless. — " The

" last Phrase bNlOLT "T3 in the third Verse of

" Chronicles, has been thought harsh in the O-

" riginal." I cannot conjecture-how this Phrase

bttlBtp T2 could sound harsh in any Ear ; since

T2 is the known Word for, by ; when a Person

is confider'd as an Instrument. Thus Exod. 9.

35. rwo Tn mrr in -wto. Lev. 8. 36.

Numb. 4. 37, 45. 9.23. 10.13. witn others,

by far too numerous to be produc'd.

I have myself no Objection to the Manner in

which Mr. Kennicott understands 1 Chron. 11.5,

6. and it's partly parallel Place 2 Sam. 5. 6, 7, 8.

D Tho'
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Tho' I have to those Supplies which he wants to

introduce into the Hebrew Text. The first Va

riation he would make is in "p'DH 2 Sam. 5. 6.

which he wants to change into TH'Dn, that the

Blind and the Lame may be Nominative Cafes

to it. P. 36. If we allow this 5 yet there is no

Reason to suppose the i dropp'd ; since many In

stances may soon be given, where Verbs by us

call'd Singular are join'd to plural Nouns. In

all which Cases the Number is as exprefly deter-

min'd, as if the Verb had been Plural too. For

the Number in these Cases is fix'd by the Noun,

not by the Verb : and this is the Case in our own

Language also; which here remarkably falls in

with the Hebrew. Instances of this Kind are so

very frequent, that we cannot in the least doubt

but that there is a material Difference, in this

Point, between the Hebrew and those Languages,

in which Men are more generally and early in

structed. From whence it will happen that these

and other Particularities of the Hebrew Lan

guage, if tried by this false Rule, will be deem'd

Corruptions, or unnatural Forms of Speech. For

which Reason the greatest Caution, and the ni

cest Enquiry will be absolutely necessary, before

we pass any Determination. In the present Case

indeed, a very superficial Examination will de

termine the Truth of what has been now ob-

serv'd. I shall, for present Evidence, produce a

few out of very many Instances. Judg. 1. 16.

ntt id'iV. 17. .2m tVi— Vw— w\

•Dfllf 2WV ♦JWDH — Again in V. 21, there are

two more Instances : — DVtPW *Din,n stttl
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Hpm is. 57. 13. <\zni *n nx ♦Du'n hœn

mi Kttf' 0*73- DK1 TXUp ibW — Mr. j&ww-

catf (P. 46) farther supposes an Omission in Sam.

of the Words 1tyt?'i WKlb PViT which we find

in the Account in Chronicles, and which our

Translators have suppos'd necessary to compleat

the Sense, and have inserted in their Translation.

— But when the Words of a Passage are allow'd

to be now as full and explicite as they ever were,

I know no possible Way of explaining them, un

less we take them as they now stand. Let us

try this Method in the present Case, and see

whether they do not yield a full and perspicuous

Sense of themselves. To do this the present

Translation must be somewhat alter'd; which

has given the Words such a Turn, that as they

there stand they must be defective, or greatly el

liptical. They ought therefore, I humbly think,

to have been thus render'd : And David said in

that Day, Let every Mansmite the Jebujites, and

reach thro the Gutter the Lame and the Blind ha

ted of David's Soul. The Words view'd in this

Light are full and perfect of themselves. — The

Participle rOD is us'd without the Verb Substan

tive ; a well-known Form of Writing in the sa

cred Scriptures : and the Verb must be supplied

in such a Tense, as the Context requires ; which

in this Place is a future. In Chronicles indeed

PT30 b"2 is to be translated according to our Ver

sion of that Passage : but then the Circumstances

there are wholly different from what they are

here : for which reason the Translation ought to

have been so too. may, as it stands in Chron.

D 2 be
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be render'd whosoever; as it stands in Sam. it

may not. — So that the two Accounts dwell on

quite different Circumstances. In Samuel we

find that David exhorted all his Army to be

have themselves with Courage against their in

sulting Enemy : From Chronicles it appears that

there was a very considerable Reward propos'd

to him that mould first get into the City.—The

Passage thus understood is perfectly consistent

with the History in Chronicles ; and is full and

compleat without using the Means which our

Translators have had recourse to : or without

applying to that far more dangerous Method

which Mr. Kennicott is here recommending.

P. 48. 1 Chron. 1 1 . 8 ; 2 Sam. 5. 9.

yiDD wrph Chro.

nOD TH p'l Sam.

P. 50. " The original Text in Samuel has not

" the Word -yyn, and only says — David built

" a Circuit {y>yj not i'nDD) from Milk. But

" the LXX have cwrlw ttoXiv after oMo&p.manv, both

" in the Alex, and Vatican Copies, omitting the

" Name David ; and therefore we have reason

" to think the Beginning of this Verse was ori-

" ginally the same in Samuel as in Chronicles."

Mr. Kennicott surely is not aware what Confu

sion he will introduce into the. sacred Text, by

this Method of alteringvit, according to the Ver

sion of the LXX. It is very easy to see the Rea

son of their supplying ewrluj ttoXiv, which they

did not find in the Original. But the Hebrew

Text will appear to any attentive Reader suffi

ciently
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cieritly clear and full, without having Recourse

to a farther Supply : which must for ever be an

unanswerable Argument against admitting any.

Our English Translation, And David built round

about, ought to have been retain'd by Mr. Ken-

nicott, instead of that he has given us. And to

authorise this Use of the Verb f~TJ2 without a

Noun, and to remove all Objections, I shall re

fer the Reader to the following Passages, where

it occurs in the same Manner; 2Chron. 2>.2*

Ezra 4. 2, 3. Nehem. 2. 8. Whenever the Evi

dence of the LXX is produc'd against the, Origi

nal, I must desire the Reader to retain in Mind

what was said on that Subject in the General

Observations; as those will be a sufficient An

swer to most of the Objections drawn from that

Quarter. And if I find any thing not obviated

there, I shall take notice of it as I go along.

yyn "\m nx n'rv iChron. n.8.

P. 52. " The original Words here have re-

" ceiv'd two different Constructions — jsoab re-

11 pair d the reft of the City; and — Jcab saved

" alive all that remain'd in the City." P. 53.

" These two then probably are the only Inter-

" pretations, which are at present given of this

" Passage ; which however does not seem satisr.

" factorily explain'd by either : not by the first,

" because the Verb nW is never (I believe) us'd

" in that Sense ; and more probably not by the

"second, because &c." The first of these Expla

nations is, I question not, the true one. And

here I am sorry to see Mr. Kennicott fond of car

rying
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rying a Point : so fond, as to stifle Evidence, e-

ven the Evidence of God's Word in order to ef

fect it. In Nehem. 3. 34. (of the Hebrew Bible,

and 4. 2. of the English) we have these Words

O'JSNn r\H VITn, vnU they revive the Stones?

I think this must remove any Cavils that may

be made against the Use of the Word in 1 Chro.

ii. 8. and sufficiently clear the Text from any

Imputation of Corruption. For which Reason,

all that follows on this Subject is nothing to the

Purpose, and requires no more to invalidate it.

Mr. Kennicott contending for the Corruption

of n&y into ~\n& in this last Passage, which we

have just consider'd; endeavours to perswade the

Reader that something like this has been the

Cafe too in Gen. 49. 6. P. 56. " It will, per-

" haps, be no difficult Matter to convince a rea

sonable Enquirer, that this Word *nty origi-

" nally was, and therefore should be still in

" the End of the celebrated Text of Gen. 49. 6.

" which, in the English Bible, is — For in their

" Anger they Jlew a Man, and in their Self-will

" they digged down a Wall" The Passage in Ge

nesis if understood of a Wall gives a very good

and consistent Sense. When the Men of the

City were sore, two of Jacob's Sons flew the

Males whom they had artfully disabled; then

the other Sons of Jacob came upon the Slain,

and carried off the Women, and the Wealth, and

the Cattle of the Place ; and to satisfy their Re

venge to the full, overthrew the Walls of the

City. Mr. Kennicott indeed says (P. 57) that this

last Act could have answer'd no End. Which

looks
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looks as if he had never heard of any Action in

History, like the levelling the Walls of a City

after it had been taken.

The Verb "ipjr, as far as I can find after the

strictest Search, is never applied to any thing but

a Wall, Horses, Chariots, Plants, Horns : which,

if there was no other Objection against the In

terpretation contended for, would be sufficient

to overthrow it. " And in Arabic it signifies

" peremit, intersecit." P. 59. It does so. And it's

Significations, besides, in that Language are so

very numerous as to invalidate it's Evidence,

whenever any of them are brought to give a

Sense to the Hebrew Word. We are not talk

ing of an "Arabic Word, we are examining into

the Meaning of the Hebrew Word "ipy, and to

determine this we are told that an Arabic Verb

signifies so and so* If Genesis had been written

in Arabic, the Proof would have been conclu

sive ; but as it was deliver'd in Hebrew, no new

Signification of a Word occurring in that, Or

any other Part of sacred Writ, can be taken

from the Arabic : tho' in Words rarely met with,

it may be some small Confirmation, to find the

Word signifying in that Language, as the Con

text induces us to believe it does in Hebrew.

Which, in my Opinion, is all the Use we can

safely make of Arabic in sacred Matters.

Mr. Ksnnicott next objects (P. 159, &c.) to the

Word p2f"i in this Text : which he verily be

lieves cannot, from it's Signification, stand in

this Place. And if be chang'd into

OffDyij there is a great Accession of Spirited
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ness and Beauty given to the Sentence by this

double Repetition. And, besides, the Syraic In

terpreter has retain'd the same Word Jaj»^> in

both Places : which he thinks sufficient Reason

for altering the Hebrew into DrTQjn.

— The Way of old was to comment on the

Words of the Text, and not if any one Version

extant had not given the strict Meaning of the

Hebrew Word, instantly to bring the original

Text to that. Let us hearken therefore to the

Voice of the Lord who saith ; Stand ye in the

Ways andfee, and askfor the Old Paths, where

is the good Way, and walk therein, and ye Jhall

find rest for your Souls. — pin, the Word ob

jected to, is in my Opinion a very expressive

Word in this Place, as I cannot but think every

Word of God is. Was it not to gratify their

own Obstinacy and Self-will that they perpetra

ted this horrid Action ? and does not rsiPl strict

ly and literally signify deleSlari re aliqua, whe

ther good or bad ?

P. 61. iChron. 11.9; 2 Sam. 5. 10.

ley niNnv — mm Chro.

iov mtcx ♦hVn mm Sam.

The Observations upon this Passage, when

join'd to those additional Notes which we find

in the Conclusion, are so very uncommon, that

I could wisli the Reader would give them a se

rious and attentive Consideration. In P. 525. by

way of Supplement to what had been here ob-

serv'd, Mr. Kennicott says ; " As to the Phrases

<c rntov mn* and nwast tiVk mir, I for-

«« merly
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" merly thought the latter to be the juster Phrase,

" because it occurs ten times oftener. But I now

" suspect that *nbK always preceded niK^lf ori-

"glnally, when applied to God." If this one-

Instance of Mr. Kennicott's Method of correcting

the Hebrew Bible is not sufficient to let the

Reader into his Plan, and his cautious Way of

executing it ; there is much more Evidence de

manded in the present Case, than the Publick is

apt to require. In explaining Books deliver'd in .

ancient Languages, where the Propriety of Ex

pressions is determin'd by the frequent Use of

them, what shall we say to the Critic that de

spises this Method of Judging, and chooses to be

guided merely by his own Humour and Fancy ?

The whole is so very extraordinary that I must

leave every Reader to make his own Reflections.

upon it. Only desiring him to dwell upon the

melancholy Prospect, which such unparallel'd

Boldness opens to every Christian, when he finds

that nothing can guard the Word of God, from

the presumptuous Rashness of those who are re-

solv'd to corrupt it.

P. 54. iChron. 11. 11 ; 2 Sam. 23.8.

t'iy) ton unman "isdd nba-i Chro.

20* irk tok onajfi motr nbtt Sam.

thh tnn D'tyibœn mn 'jioan p Chro.

■uny Kin wbwn vnn unarm raca Sam.

Dvsn bbn nwD pto bv imn Chro.

pysa. bbn nwo mats by usiyn Sam.

. mm Chro.

imn Sam.

E Chron.

r
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Chron. And this is the Number of the Mighty

Men 'whom David had; Jajhobeam an Hachmo-

nite, the Chief of the Captains: He lift up his

Spear against three hundred Slain by him at cne

time.

Sam. These be the Names of the Mighty Men

whom David had ; the Tachmonite that fat in the

Seat, Chiefamong the Captains, (thefame was A-

dino the Eznite) He lift up his Spear against eight

hundred whom heflew at one time.

As Mr. Kennicott supposes from the Accounts

given in these two Passages, that there are unde

niable Corruptions crept into the Hebrew Scrip

tures, it will be necessary to examine the origi

nal Texts with Care, in order to free them from

the Imputation which they at present lie under.

There are, I humbly think, Mistakes both in

the common Translation and Explanation of

these Accounts. The following Version of the

Passage in Samuel is, with all proper Deference,

laid before the impartial Reader.

Theje are the Names of the Mighty Men whom

David had: Jafoeb Bejhebeth the 'Tachmonite Head

of the threes : He was his Favourite ; and he made

him Counsellor (or Ruler) over eight hundred Men

* at once. The Passage view'd in this light, gives

a clear and full Account of Jajheb Beshebetb'%

Promotion by David. If "0Syn UHy had been

thus translated, the Confusion which is now in

this Passage would have been entirely prevented.

— There can be no doubt made that p;* is us'd

a I think, with M. Kennicott, that bbtl ought by all means t»

fee render'd a Soldier.

in
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in a good Sense when sollow'd by by > since ft

occurs with this Preposition after it in the thirty

second Psalm : / will guide Thee with mine Eye

ybv nWK— Let us now see whether the Pas

sage in Chronicles is not somewhat similar to

this: He lift up his Spear again/I three hundred

Slain by him at one time. To raise a Spear over

or again/I does not seem by any means to imply

getting a Victory over; tho' it very strongly ex

presses the Act of ruling : from whence St. Paul's

Expression in the Epistle to the Romans, C. 13.

V. 4. seems to have been taken : But if thou do

that which is evil, be afraid; for he beareth not

the Sword in vain. —? And we find that Saul al

ways carried this Insigne of his Power. Thus

I Sam. 18. 10. And David play'd with his Hand

as at other times : and there was a Javelin n\3n

in Saul's Hand. So again, 19, 9. And the Evil

Spirit from the Lord W/as upon Saul as he fat in

his House with his Javelin lJTJn in his Hand,

And again, 22. 6. Now Saul abode in Gibeah wi

der a Tree in Ramah, having his Spear irvJn

in his Hand, and all his Servants were sanding

about him. — From all these Passages laid toge

ther it is very clear that the sTJn (Spear or

Javelin) was the Ensign of Authority, which

will throughly justify us in thus understanding

the Passage we are now upon : He rais'd his

Spear over three hundered Soldiers at once: that

is, He was ( as his Names imply ) the Ruler and

Governor of three hundred Men : and was after

wards rais'd, as we find in 2 Sam. 23. 8. to rule

ever eight hundred. The Account of Abifiai

E 2 in
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tn 2 Sam. 23. 18. is also to be understood in this

Manner. Mr. Kennicott argues for a Corruption

in this eighteenth Verse, because iwbw he says

should be nuhw, and so it is in our Margins,

and in our Translation. But then he supposes it

is the Case too in iChron. 11. 11. and 2 Sam.

23. 8 « tho' in each Passage we have the Word

Plural ; without any Authority to suppose either

of them Singular. For which Reason, Jafheb

Bejhebeth should be consider'd as the Head of the

threes ; the first of the two Ternaries. — These

Passages, however difficult at first Sight, will, I

hope, if thus understood, be clear and consistent

with each other.

P. 73. " But do not the same Men appear fre-

" quently in Scripture to have two Names ? If

" so, this General might be call'd both Jajhobeam

" and Jajhob-baflxbet. In Answer to this it may be

. " observ'd first— that Men have not two Names

" in Scripture so frequently as is fuppos'd ; a Va

riation of their Name being certainly owing

"sometimes to a Mistake of the Transcriber."

As Mr. Kennicott is constantly supposing Corrup

tions on this Head, it will be proper to examine

the Evidence which he produces for the Corrup

tion of a Name, if it differs from one, the Per

son is call'd by in another Place. Now in the

Passage just quoted, Mr. Kennicott has indeed as

serted, with great Obstinacy, that Men have not

two Names so frequently as is fuppos'd; tho'

without bringing the least Appearance of Evi

dence for his Assertion. There are about four

teen Instances in this Chapter of different Names
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being given to the same Person : So again . .

2 Kings 14. 21. and 15. 13. we have the same

Person eall'd by the two Names of Azariah and

Uzziah. And the Instances in the other Parts

of Scripture are well known to be almost end

less. We might therefore have reasonably ex

pected some very satisfactory Proof against an O-

pinion which is so well supported. But instead

thereof we are dismiss'd with, " It is sometimes

" certainly owing to a Mistake of the Transcri

ber." If this is not begging the Point in Dis

pute, it will be difficult to know, what is. —

His next Sentence carries somewhat more of the

Appearance of an Argument. "Besides; where

" a second Name has been given it has been ge-

" nerally more distinguisti'd from the former than

" these two are from one another : as Jethro and

" Reuel &c. —And therefore when we have two

" Names, varying but little from each other evi-

" dently belonging to the same Person, we may

" reasonably suppose the one to have been acci-

" dentally varied from the other ; and that they

" were"not both Original, unless we have an ex-

" press Authority given in -the Text for such

" small Variation." Dr. Carpzove, in his Answer

to Mr. Whifton, will supply us in Part, with a

very good Reply to this Objection. " The Dif-

" ference of Names does not argue the Text to

"be corrupted. It is either total, between

" Names plainly different of one and the fame

"Person, and then it shews us that Men had

"two Names which is evident in the Case of

" King Azariasy who is also eall'd Uzzias ; or

" else
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" else the Difference is partial, turning and chang-

" ing the same Name a little, and then it is to be

" referr'd to the Diversity of Dialect, Pronuncia-

" tion, Family, Tribe, or Province, of Times al-

"so and Ages, that the fame Name should be

"express'd differently, by adding, taking out, or

"changing a Letter or two, or by a different

" Pointing which is Customary among us, v. g.

"in the Name Guilielmus or Willhelmus, —Jobus

"and Hiobus Sec." Mr. Kennicott has forgot

surely that the Name was alter'd (when the Dif

ference was not dialectical) not to convey a dif

ferent Sound, but a different Idea ; which is of

ten done by the smallest Variation in the Sound :

as is the Case in the Instances of Abram and A-

braham ; Sarai and Sarah.— He thinks that

there should be no Change of Names fuppos'd,

but where we have Authority to suppose it.

Here I think with him. And the only Autho

rity I want in this, or any other Case, is the

Word of God. If therefore I find the fame Per

son distinguish'd by two Names in Scripture, I

consider the Point as determin'd, and shall look

upon him as having two Names, tho' all Man

kind should agree to affirm he had, or could

have but one. — But Mr. Kennicott wants to have

the Reason, why the second Name was impos'd,

always recorded in Scripture. But here he seems

to have forgot, that often only one Circumstance

of the Lives of such Persons is mention'd, who

are said to have had two Names. We cannot

therefore expect that this should be enlarg'd on,

when nothing in their whole Lives is so.

P. 122.
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P. 122. Mr. Kenni'cott espouses an Alteration

of the Text in 2 Sam. 1. 21. propos'd by the In

genious Dr. Delany, to which I cannot but have

the same Objection, I have to all those made by

Mr. Kennicott himself; as my Objections are not

to the Authors, but to those Points efpous'd by

them, which seem to me to be of dangerous

Consequence. Were the Characters of Men to

influence me in my Opinions, I know but few

that I should be more guided by, than Mr. Ken

nicott himself. Since on many Accounts I great

ly esteem him ; and do now with Reluctance de

clare my Disapprobation of his Scheme : which

nothing could have prevail'd upon me to have

done, but an earnest Desire of preventing (as far

as I was able ) the like hasty and incautious At-

. tempts for the future. To this, I hope, all that

is said in these Sheets will be attributed ; as this

alone, and not any the least Spirit of Malevo

lence, gave Birth to all that is contain'd in them.

— But to return. The plain Construction of the

Words, pea nnro "hi VlKP PO, is, The Shield

of Saul not anointed with Oil. n'l?D anointed

should not, I think, be referr'd to ^"iNt?, Saul ;

but to ]X2 the Shield. The Shield of Saul which

was not anointed with Oil. There is a Passage in

Isaiah, Ch. 21. Ver. 5. which may throw some

Light upon this : Arise, ye Princes, and anoint

the Shield. — Oil, we know, was an Emblem

of the Holy Ghost : and as such was us'd in the

Designation of all those high Officers who were

Types of Christ. The anointing the Shield there

fore, that which was to protect them from the

Darts
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Darts of their Enemies, was expressing by a ve

ry clear and significant Act, that they trusted

not in their Armour, but in the Living God;

who is, with respect to this, so frequently in

Scripture stil'd a Shield. Wherefore to omit this

Custom would be to attribute Support and De

liverance to some other Power; or to rely on

human, instead of divine Help.

P. 128. 1 Chron. 1 1. 12, 13, 14. —

2 Sam. 23. 9, 10, 1 1, 12.

As there will be no Alteration at present pro-

pos'd in the Translation of these Passages, I shall

only give the English Version of them. Chron.

And after him was Eleazar the Son of Dodo, the

Ahohite, who was one of the three Migbties. He

was with David at Pas-dammim, and there the

Philijlines were gathered together to battle, where

was a Parcel of Ground full of Barley, and the

People fledfrom before the Philijlines. And they

set themselves in the midjl of that Parcel and deli

vered it, andJlew the Philijlines ; and the Lordsa

ved them by a great Deliverance. Sam. And af

ter him was Eleazar the Son of Dodo the Ahohite,

one of the three mighty Men with David, when

they defied the Philijlines that were there gathered

together to battle, and the Men of Israel were gone

away. He arose, and smote the Philijlines until

his Hand was weary, and his Hand clave unto the

Sword: and the Lord wrought a great Victory

that Day ; and the People return d after him only

to spoil. And after him was Shammah the Son of

Agee the Hararite : and the Philijlines were ga

ther d together into a 'Troop, where was a Piece of

. . Ground
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Groundfull of Lentiles : and the People fledfrom

the Philistines. But he stood in the midst of the

Ground, and defended it, andstew the Philistines :

and the Lord wrought a great Victory.

TsÆv.Kennicott has made very great and unautho-

ris'd Additions to the Passage in Chronicles, sup

plying in such a Manner out of Samuel, as to

make both the Places the same.' This is such a

Liberty as must give the greatest Offence to e- —

very well-difpos'd Christian. Instead of patient

ly examining each Passage to see the Subjects

treated of, with the Manner in which they are

deliver'd, he boldly pronounces that originally

they were both shefame. Let' us see whether they

are not clear^and consistent in their present State.

The Relation in Chronicles differs widely in the

Manner of it's Delivery from that in Samuel.

For in the latter we have the Name of each

Mighty Man distinctly related : in the former

the Name of one is not mention'd, tho' the Ac

tions of all three are recorded. — Whoever will

examine the Texts with the least Attention, wiU

find in Samuel that Eleazar and Shemeh were •

united in the same Action, mention'd in the

ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth Verses. For

these Actions, tho' related distinctly of each in

Samuel, are yet recorded as one in Chronicles.

For there, in the fourteenth Verse, we find the

Verbs are plural ; and theyset themsehes &c. So

that it is clear, beyond Contradiction, from the

Likeness of the two Accounts- in Samuel, and

from the Plural Verbs in Chronicles, that the

three Mighty Men of David, were the Conque-

F rors
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rors of the Philistines : as they were also join'd

in the Expedition next recorded. This, I be

lieve, will make the two Passages much more

intelligible than they are at present, and will be

sides continue each in it's present Purity. A Re

view of the Account in Chronicles will prove

what has been observ'd. And after him was E-

leazar the Son ofDodo the Ahohite, who was one

of the three Mighties. He was with David at

Paf-dammim, and there the Philistines were ga

thered together to battle, where was a Parcel of

Groundfull of Barley, and the Peoplefedfrom be

fore the Philijlines. And they set themselves in the ,

midft of that Parcel &c. The Persons referr'd to

in the Pronoun, they, are manifestly the three

Mighty Men mention'd in the latter Part of the

twelfth Verse.

Before I leave this Passage, I must take Notice

of the Word tSflirQ m the ninth Verse of Sa

muel: (P. 135) which, I apprehend, ought to

have been render'd as a proper Name : One of

the three Mighty Men with David at Horpam a-

gainjl the Philijlines. The Place which was

sometimes call'd Paf-dammim, was also, we see

known by the Name, Horpam: which, as it

signifies their Reproach, might, it is not impro

bable, be impos'd on Account of this very Ac

tion, in which the Philistine Forces were so

shamefully routed by only three Men.

Mr. Kennicott next objects to the Difference

between the Words D*ty*?y and DHIVCf, Den-

tiles and Barley. But the Field was undoubtedly

fow'd with both, (as our own Fields are with

diffe-
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different Kinds of Grain to this Day) since we

are exprefly told, (and nothing is brought to in

validate it) that the Field had in it Barley and

Lentiles.

The last Objection to be taken notice of, up

on this Passage, is that which he makes, (P. 143)

to the Phrase nbHJ PWfi ITirV ; in the

fourteenth Verse of Chronicles. His first Ob

jections have been sufficiently consider'd already.

His last must be taken notice of here. "To

"these several Reasons it may be added, that

"V&yVI cannot be the Hiphil future from Jflp',

" because that would be ywi, as in Ps. 1 16. 6."

Here we have a Specimen of the miserable Ef

fects that would flow from allowing a Liberty of

altering the sacred Text at Pleasure. Every No

vice in the Hebrew Language would then deal

out his Objections to the Propriety of the Ex

pression, and would dare to reduce the Word of

God, to the shameful Standard of his small Pro

ficiency in the sacred Tongue ; by which means

every Thing must in a short Time be thrown

into the utmost Confusion. — It is one of the

very first Rules taught in the Rabbinical Gram

mars, that the future Hiphil occurs either with,

or without the And I think it might be safe

ly pronounc'd, that were all the future Verbs in

Hiphil laid together, for one that has the ', we

should at least have two that had it not.— " And

" lastly, he says, if it had been thus express'd, it

" could not have been the original Word, as it

" makes no Sense with the Words following : for

"the Version would be then— And the Lord

F 2 "sav'4
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"sav'd a great Deliverance." If the Reader wants

Instances to vindicate the Manner of Expression

here objected to by Mr. Kennicott, the following

Passages will supply him with them in Gen. 1 1.

3. there are two Instances. Gen. 27. 33. Gen.

43. 16. Job 3. 25. And as many more might

be produced, as the most sceptical Reader could

require. Tho' I should rather apprehend the I-

diom was so well known that the most superfi

cial Examiner could be able of himself to turn

to a Variety of Instances without any farther

Trouble. — But what must be said of the Critic

who boldly undertakes to alter the Word of God,

without attending to the first Rules of the Lan

guage in which it Is deliver'd, or the Idioms

that occur in almost every Page; and which,

when found in other Languages, the very School-

Boys are taught to call Hebraisms ? I should not

have produced such Objections against the present

Reading, if they had not been sufficient to prove

a very important Point, which I could wish

might be attended to as it ought, — that Objec

tions to the Scriptures are the Effects of a preci

pitate Determination.

P. 144. iChy;on. 1 1. 15 ; 2 Sam. 23. 13.

ewi trpVwn p nsrfm ytvi Chro.

lton trtn wsrb&rrjQ &vbv mi Sam.

w bit "itfn by Chro.

m bn nntp bit Sam.

P. 148. "The Word ltf^i in Samuel being

" in all the ancient Versions, and seeming to im-

" prove the Propriety of- the Sentence, was pro-

"bably
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" bably read at first also in Chronicles." As we

have no Authority that can allow us to suppose

this against the Hebrew Text, it is more -probable

that it was not originally read. in Chronicles :

especially when we consider too that the Prepo

sitions ^fter the two Verbs are different : one be

ing by, and the other bit. The Words in Chro

nicles, I think, should have been thus render'd :

And there went down three Captains, who were

Rulers of the Thirty, over, or down the Rock to

David.

" The two next Words are very different in

" Sense, and yet very similar in Sound and in the

" Letters ; and therefore we may fairly presume

" that one of them has been corrupted from the

" other." This would be the unfairest Presump

tion that ever was made. Since it is not a Dif

ference, but a Contradiction in Sense that must

prove a Corruption. This is therefore a most

dangerous Position, and would, if admitted,

prove the Cause of ten thousand Alterations in

the Bible ; and those os the utmost Consequence

too. This Objection therefore, supposing it im

possible that different inspir'd Penmen should

dwell upon different Circumstances, in a Nar

ration of the same Fact, is little to be regarded.

And the Phrase bit which^he says never

signifies in the Time of Harvest throughout the

Bible, seems yet very clearly to express it in this

Place. For *vyp is the Time of Harvest in Exod.

34.21. and Ruth 1.22. and in very many o-

ther Places: and bit signifies, at: For which

Reason the Expression cannot be deem'd harsh

or
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or doubtful ; especially as it carried this Signifi

cation with it, in the Opinion of the Chaldee Pa-

raphrast, and the Authors of the Arabic, Syriac,

and Vulg. Latin Translations, who are all unani

mous in rendring it, in the Time of Haruejl.

run DTwVfl runoi chro.

run xynvht jvm Sam.

P. 150. "The only remaining Word to be

" consider'd here is svm, which in Chronicles is

" HJnOl ; and we may infer, that the Corruption

" is here also in Samuel. For it does not appear

" that rpn ought for certain to be render'd a

" Troop any where in the Bible." It's Significa

tion in Psalm 68. 11. is, in all Appearance, pret

ty evident: f-Q mty* "IJVn; Thy Congregation

shall dwell therein.

P. 151. iChron. 1 1. 16 ; 2 Sam. 23. 14.

D'npbfl niai Chro.

D'H^bfl 3X01 Sam.

"The Noun 2¥D in Samuel is chang'd in

" Chronicles into The Word is Pra-

"fefius &c. — But the Context speaks not of a

" Prefect, but an advanc'd Guard or Military

" Station ; the regular Word for which is yio

" as in Samuel." Let the following Places, where

yHi occurs, determine the Integrity of the pre

sent Reading. 2 Sam. 8.6. Then Davidput Gar

risons D^5f3 in Syria of Damascus. — V. 14.

And-he put Garrisons- D'2VJ in Earn % throughout

all Edom put he Garrisons D*3X3. So again in

1 Chron. 18. 13. And he put Garrisons BO'tfa *'*

Edom.
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Edom. Calajio has accordingly among the Signi

fications of this Word put down, Prcefdiumt

Prœjtdiarii Milites.

P.153. iChron. 1 1. 18 ; 2 Sam. 23. 16.

mn'V DDK IDJ'l Chro.

rx\rxh DDK ion Sam.

P. 154. He Here objects to *]D*1 which he

thinks ought in this, and in every other Place

to be "pl'T : tho' from the known Rules which

these Verbs observe, the 3 may either be dropp'd

or retain'd; for which Reason each Reading is

the true one.

P. 155. i Chron. 1 1. 19 ; 2 Sam. 23.17.

sirooDia nntsw rhxn D'SMtm Din Chro. .

Drosn oobnn onwan Din Sam.

P. 156. " But the present Reading in Samuel

" is evidently broken, and wants all that spirited

" Emphasis, which gives so much Beauty to the

" other." No Supply is at all requisite in this

Passage, which should have been thus translated :

it is the Blood of the Men who went in Danger of

their Lives.

P. 157. " The Participle tD'D^nn seems foist-

" ed in by some Transcriber, to make the Pas-

" sage Sense as it now stands." It would be of

some Service to the publick to know how Mr.

Kennicott distinguishes between Words that real

ly belong to a Sentence, and those which are

foijled in : this Word having had, as it seems to

me, no Mark of Rejection set upon it before

this Time. But our Author has thought again

.since
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since he penn'd these Notes, and now he is in-

clin'd to think it genuine ; for in the Conclusion,

(P. 539) he has these remarkable Words. " I

" am now inclin'd to think the Participle DoVflPI

" ambulantes to be genuine." In short, he is on

ly inclirid now; so that we know not yet his

fixd Opinion. Whether this be a proper Way

of treating the Word of God, may perhaps be a

Point easily determin'd. — Had Mr. Kennicott

duly weigh'd the whole of his Book, the Arti

cles under this Head alone would have length

ens his Conclusion far beyond his Dissertation

in both it's Parts.

P. 1 57. " It does not appear, that D'nbtf is

" ever us'd in this solemn Form of Appeal to the

<c Deity, the Word being constantly miT." A-

bout an hundred and fifty Alterations in the He

brew Scriptures will be sufficient to establish this

Observation. The Reader that doubts of the

Propriety of D'H^N in the present Instance, may

be satisfied by consulting the following Passages,

selected out of many. Gen. 31.53. — 43.29.

— 48. 20.—Numb. 16. 22.

P. 158 He accounts for this Change of mn'

into D*nbN. " A Jew then who was dictatipg

« to a Transcriber, reading Elohim in this Place

"instead of Jehovah, [out of his superstitious

<{ Veneration for this Name] and not giving No-

" tice of such Variation, the former Word was

" set down instead of the latter." Upon this

Plan we ought never to have seen the Word

mrv from one End of the Bible to the other :

particularly where it occurs without Dmbk ;

which,
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which, in all such Cases, might have been sub...

stituted in it's Place, without any Repetition.

Mr. Kennicott in his additional Notes on

1 Chron. 11. 20. — 2 Sam. 23. 18. which we

find in the Conclusion of his Book, refers to Is.

9. 3. as a farther Instance of a similar Corrup

tion. a ^ indeed is the marginal Reading in this

Prophecy : but the learned and ingenious Mr.

Bate, in his Remarks on Mr. Warburton?, Re

marks &c. (P. 74) appears to me to have fully

vindicated the present Reading of the Text.

P. 168. In the Remarks on 1 Chron. 11. 22,

— 2 Sam. 23. 20. It is observ'd that "The

" Word ba~\H in Samuel should be ^NHK as in

'" Chronicles." This does not immediately ap

pear. Since, in Composition, Letters are fre

quently dropp'd, and only so many retairt'd, as

shew the Words, of which the Signification is

compounded. For which Reason either btfntf

or bam, (or, by different People, Both) might

be us'd.

P. 171. iChron. 1 1. 23 j 2 Sam. 23.21.

D'riN *mm mn niton yx) chro.

mn nspn yx\ Sam.

P. 172. "The two Words D'JHN- 11303 are

"evidently wanting in Samuel, as the Sense is

" Otherwise defective." The Sentence, And in

the Hand of the Egyptian was a Spear, which is •

the Rendring of the Words in Samuel, is by no

a Let it be remember'd that the Alteration Mr. Kennicott pro

poses here in Chronicles, is made in the Margins of our common

Bibles, and is adopted by our Translator*.

G means
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means defective, but sufficiently clear and full.

It does not indeed express the Size of the Spear,

which we find mention'd in Chronicles : but is

it an uncommon Thing for one sacred Penman

to record a Circumstance which another had,

for proper Reasons, been order'd to pass by ?

Mr. Ksnnicott has an Observation in P. 176.

which I cannot by any means approve of:

" There is no great Impropriety, he says, in the

" present Reading both in Samuel (V. 23) and

" Chronicles (V. 25) in^DtrO bv" Now as

this Passage must be acknowledg'd pure and un-

corrupt, the Character here given of it, is highly

unbecoming, to say no worse. Every Word of

God must be receiv'd with the highest Venera

tion by us his Creatures, for whose Salvation

and Happiness it was given. This then cannot

be the Reverence due to the Dictates of the

Most High; nor this the Way to recom

mend the Study of the sacred Scriptures.

P. 184. We find Mr. Kenm'cott's Arguments

for a Corruption in 2 Sam. 23. 26. where we

have the Words 'D^fln V^n, which, from the

Account in Chronicles he supposes mould be

OlVflH V^ri* He imagines that the y\ was cor

rupted into the to, and brings, as Evidence for

it, Places where he concludes something like this

has happen'd. One of them is the first Passage

that we examin'd, and has already been set aside.

The next is " 1 Sam. 17. 37. where D*W is by

" the LXX render'd Kvpw px, and was there-

'* fore read by them ; which, perhaps, was

" the true Reading." We have no Evidence at

all
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all that the Copy of the LXX differ'd from our

present Reading. Every Man a few Verses ac

heve was represented as discourag'd and distieart-

en'd at the Champion of the Philstines. David

therefore desires every Man to lay aside his Fear, '

and to rely on Jehovah, the mighty Deliverer of

Isreal. This was applicable to the whole Army,

both Leader and Soldiers ; the LXX therefore,

as he was speaking to the Leader; applied it to

him.

" And there is a remarkable Instance of this

" Change, in two Words succeding each other,

'{ or rather, in the same proper Name repeated

" (or intended to be repeated) in Ruth 4. 20, 2 1.

U —Anfl Amminadab begat Nah/hon, and Nah-

"Jhon begat noVtf Salmah, and pQ1?^ Salmon

" begat Boar &c." This Instance Mr. Kennicott

himself has set aside in the farther Reflections on

this Subject in his Conclusion. So that by put

ting both of them together, we find, he thinks

it may be nobt^, or it may be : that is,

the Point must be determin'd by another, which

may be easily done by supposing the two Names

to belong to one Person.

In P. 190. It is suppos'd that Heleb in the

29th Verse of Samuel is corrupted from Heled in

the thirtieth Verse of Chronicles. And in Proof

of this, P. 191, it is said; "a Mistake, (viz.

" of a a for a T) which has also been made in

" Joshua 15. 47. where we have terminus

" instead of TfTJ magnus." This has been seen

and corrected ; and can be no Proof for the same

Alteration in another Place which has no Con-

G 2 nexion
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nexion with this. For if it is we may change e-

very 2 in the Bible, into a — " And in Exek.

" 40. 2. 2i1l) a Meridie, was read by the LXX

" Ittftjx adverso." Perhaps not : it seems to be

rather what they consider'd as the Sense of the

Place : viz. that the City was exhibited directly

before him.

P. 192. ♦anno Sam.

P. 193. " It has been already observ'd indeed

" (P. 168) that this Name should be Benaiah and

" not Benaihu ; that being the proper Name of

" the illustrious Hero, who was the second Ge-

" neral of the second Ternary." And why may

it not be the Name of this Warrior too ? Is it

an uncommon Thing in any Age or Country

for two Persons to have the fame Name ? And

is not Benaihu of Kabzeel, sufficiently distin-

guish'd from Benaihu a Pirathonite.—Th\s Name,

he says, is defective for Want of the n. But, if *

the local Name without the n will not bear the

rendring of, the Pirathonite, which does not ap

pear; the Passage must then be render'd, Be

naihu a Pirathonite. See Judg. 6. 11. where

Joajh the Abi-ezrite has not the Emphatic T\

prefix'd to his local Name. ^

P. 194. iChron. 1 1. 32; 2 Sam. 23.31.

OT Chro.

♦nnyn pnVyos Sam.

" The true Reading here seems to be that in

" Samuel, Abialbon." And why not that in

Chronicles? Since the Names are manifestly

different ; nor will all the Phrases, seems to have

been,
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been, might be, and the like, ever prove that they

were the same.

P. 195. " And p Filius might be omitted by

K some injudicious Transcriber, as unnecessary be-

" fore a local Name ; since the Article n, prefix'd

,c to such a Name is found to be equivalent to

u and to supply the Place of the Word p in other

" Places." p could not have been consider'd as

unneceflary, and so dropp'd by a Transcriber;

but the Passage must have been thus render'd :

Abial the So?t of the Arbathite.—Nor can p be

render'd in the seme Manner as n. Since, for

Instance, *rQ*l)r p is the Son of an Arbathite:

and 'm-iyn is the Arbathite. This is the Dif

ference between the two Expressions.

" That this really was the Case seems greatly

" confirm'd by the Syriac and Arabic Versions,

" which have both render'd the Word in Chro-

" nicies by Abiel Filius. This they certainly

<c would notv have done, if the Word had been

" only 'wntf. Abiel, as it is at present." Why

not? Has not the Arabic done it in this very

Verse of Samuel, by prefixing (_•/-> to the local

Name of the next Worthy ? Such Reasoning ill

suits him, whose Plan absolutely requires a tho

rough Knowlege of what these Translators, as

well as the original Scriptures say, in more Pla

ces, than barely in that which the Critic is

upon.

P. 198. iChron. 11.34; 2Sam. 23. 32, 33.

♦nnn Njty p jmv intan uvn 'n Chro.

nnmi rats ]Diin* ytn 'ia Sam.

All
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All the Notes upon these Passages are in my

Opinion to be set aside ; since the Accounts, if

rightly translated, will require none of those Al

terations which Mr. Kennicott would make.

Chro. Of the Sons ofHafiem the Gazonite, Jona-

Sam. Ofthe Sons of Jajhen "Jonathan : [than :

Chro. the Son of Shegay the Hararite.

Sam. Shemeh the Hararite.

This is a faithful Translation, and seems to clear

the Passage entirely from those Difficulties, to

which Mr. Ke?uiicott objects. The 0 is very

frequently omitted in genealogical Accounts, as

Mr. Kennicott himself supposes, P. 201. — The

Names of Jonathans Father were, according to

common Custom two, Jajhen and Hafiem.—His

local Name is added by the later inspir'd Wri

ter ; which does not appear to be gainsaid by the

first who says nothing concerning it. And as for

the n which we find in Jonathans Name in Sa

muel, it comes under the dialectical Difference.

— In the next Accounts, the Worthy is men

tions in one Place as the Son of Shega ; in the

other he is call'd by his own Name, Shemeh. —

And do not these different Circumstances record

ed of the same Person, give us a farther Know-

lege of him, than we mould have had, if the

two Accounts had been deliver'd in the same

Manner, and had dwelt upon the same Circum

stances ?

iChron. 11. 37J 2 Sam. 23. 35.

♦S?K p Chro.

♦aiien nys Sam.

Mr.
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Mr. Kennicott supposes, P. 210. that the local

Name of this Hero is not given because in Jos

hua C. 21. 1 1. we find a Place call'd yy\H. But

for what reason are we to suppose that, the Place

meant here ? —We must therefore lay it down

that in one of these Texts the Place of this Wor

thy's Abode is describ'd ; and that in the other

we find the Name of his Father : that is, in

Chronicles he is call'd the Son of Azbai ; in Sa

muel, the Arbite.

P. 212. iChron. 1 1. 38 ; 2 Sam. 23.36.

n:n p nmo \m *ntt bav Chro.

Hjn ua rmo jnj p bay Sam.

" The safest Rule, when two Copies disagree

" in a Case of so obscure a Nature (as the bare

" Mention of a Warrior's Name in the Days of

" David must be to us at this Distance of Time)

" seems to be— to determine in Favour of that

" Copy, which has the Agreement of a greater

" Number of the ancient Versions." The only

safe Rule according to Dr. Pocock, is to keep to

our Readings as we have it, and to lay any Fault

or Incongruity which we meet with, on the Expo

sitions not on the Words read in the Text. Poc. on

Hos. P. 565. Every other Way is attended with

the utmost Peril ; unless we are directed by some

safer Clue, than our own delusive Imagination

and Conjecture.

"The next Point is, P. 213. whether "Joel

" was the Brother of Nathan, or his Son." Is it

not said he was both ? and why should not he

be so ? Could he not be Son and Brother at the

same
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same Time? — "and it is probable that the

" former was true." It is more than probable

that they both are so : because the original Scrip

ture expresly affirms both; as do the Syriac,

Arabic, and Greek Versions : all are unanimous

in proving this difficulr Point, which must give

such a handle to the Objections of the Infidel —

that a Man had a Father and a Brother of the

fame Name.

P. 215. " What Propriety is there in saying

—« Mibhar the Son ofthe Gadite ?" What Pro

priety indeed, any more than in the other Pas

sages which Mr. Kennicott has altered ? • For the

Text says, Mibhar the Son of Hegari. But he

having arbitrarily chang'd the ") into a 1 in the

preceding Page, and construed the Passage as he

pleas'd, boldly asks, " what Propriety is there in

" saying—Mibhar the Son of the Gadite ?" Thus '

to corrupt, and then to ask what Propriety there

is:in the corrupted Passage, is a Conduct that I

cannot account for in Mr. Kennicott. But tho' •

there is no Propriety in the Corrupted, yet there

is very great in the true Reading of this whole

Passage ; which, when faithfully translated,

stands thus :

Chro. Joel the Brother of Nathan : Mibhar the

Sam. Jgal the Son of Nathan : Mitzbehofthe

Chro. Son of Hegari.

Sam. Sons of Hegadi.

P. 2 1 8. " There is also another Text of equal

tc Consequence, where the strong Reasoning of

f the Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul is invalida

ted
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" ted by the improper Insertion of this same

" Letter, [.♦] in Pfal. 16. 10. Thousloalt not leave

" my Soul in Hell, neither Jhalt thou suffer ( Thy

" Holy One, according to all the Versions ; but

«< if we adhere litterally to the printed Hebrew

" Copies, which have this Yod inserted, it will

" be) Thy Saints to see Corruption." The ♦ oc

curs in so many Places of Scripture, where it

does not make the Word, it is added to, Plural ;

that we cannot by any means think it is in all

these Places a Corruption : but we must con

clude that it's Use, in such Cases, is one of those

Things which has not yet reach'd our Times.

Which I believe all will be convinc'd of, that

have collected any Instances of this Kind. —

With Regard to this Passage in the 16th Ps. the

♦ is not the Characteristic of the Plural Number,

by the Consent of Interpreters Christian and Jew-

iOa, It is not rejected by the former, and re-

tain'd by the latter : No ; all have consider'd the

Word as Singular ; as the Context determines it

to be. For Christ,, by the Mouth of his Pro

phet, is speaking of himself in the whole Psalm :

Thus in the Verse immediately preceding, and

in that immediately following. Therefore my

Heart is glad, and my Glory rejoiceth : my Fle/h

also shall rest in Hope. For thou wilt hot leave

my Soul in Hell ; neither wilt thou suffer thine

Holy one to see Corruption. Thou wilt jhew me

the Path of Life. Where is the Connexion now

if "VTDn is translated plurally ? There is there

fore- nothing done here by Mr. Kennjcotf,. but

what every Man, on an Examination of the Place,

H would
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would have found ready done to his Hands.

And I cannot approve of his representing this

Word as if it was Plural, and acknowleg'd to be

so ; when it is particularly pointed out as Singu

lar.

That the Critics have righly and grammati

cally given a singular Signification to the Word

TTDHj may be prov'd from the following Pas

sages. Gen. 27. 29. -jm "yamov int* yvm

So again Numb. 24. 9. Deut. 23. V. Heb. 15.

Eng. 14. tsmp "I'JHO rrm > therefore stall thy

Camp be holy. Besides many others that might

be produc'd, were not these sufficient.

P. 230. " iChron. 11.46. bwbit. — And it

" may be therefore right to prefer the Alexand.

"Reading here ^K^N' Jeliel, as it will distin-

" guish these two Warriors from one another."

It cannot be right to reject the true Hebrew

Reading for another, upon any Account what

soever : and here is not the Shadow of an Ar

gument produc'd in Favour of a Corruption.

We will therefore retain the true, present Read

ing, and call this valiant Soldier Eliel the Ma-

havite ; which local Name we will farther sup

pose distinguishes him from him mention'd in

the next Verse ; who if he be not said to have

beep a Metzobaite, is yet not affirm'd to have

been a Mahovite.

The Word iTSVOn, the Metzobaite, in the

next Verse, may with the greatest Propriety be

applied to each of the valiant Men mention'd in

that Verse.

P. 234.
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P. 234. " I have now laid before the learned

" Reader my Observations on these Chapters ;

" which have been thus particularly examin'd,

" not merely to establish the Certainty of Corrup-

" tions in the printedHebrew Text, but in Hopes

" of pointing out the original Reading in some of

" the many Places here corrupted." I hope it

has been sufficiently prov'd that the many sup-

pos'd Corruptions in these Chapters are only

deem'd so, for want of a more accurate Exami-

, nation of the original Scriptures.

- " As these Chapters contain the very same

" History, I have carefully compar'd them in

" Order to discover their several Variations ; and

" have endeavour'd likewise to fix the different

" Nature of these Variations — which of them

" may fairly be suppos'd to have been originally

" intended by the latter Author." All of them

Jhall wax old like a Garment. But thou, O God,

art the same throughout all Generations ! — what

then is the Meaning of a later Author ; when

all Scripture is given by Inspiration of God ? The

Works of his Hands indeed are perpetually

changing by a Variety of Successions; but the

high and lofty one that inhabiteth Eternity is in

variably fix'd, distributing to each Existence;

while himself is lost to mortal Sight, in the in

scrutable Recesses of an unchangeable, everlast

ing Duration.

P. 246. " I shall only add ; that though the

" preceding Chapters contain a Part of History,

" which may be thought of little Consequence."

By whom can it be so thought ? not by Chris-

H 2 tians,
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tians, I trust in God, for this is the last, most

certain Symptom of a falling Church. When

an ignorant Clergy once teaches, and a deluded

Laity once believes that the Words of God are

sometimes useful, and at other Times of little

Consequence; then is the Day of the Gospel

spent, and the height of Paganism again at Hand ;

then are the Christian Hopes of a blessed Im

mortality about to be succeeded by the dreadful

Prospect of a speedy Annihilation.

P. 28 1 . " Wherever the present Hebrew Text

" is unintelligible, absurd, or contradictory."

With what Caution ought these Epithets to be

applied to the sacred Scriptures ! For should the

Passage thus branded with these opprobrious

Terms be ever found to be the genuine one, (as

many objected to by Mr. Kennicott have, I ap

prehend, been shewn to with what inward

Remorse, and Confusion of Face, must the hasty

Critic be overwhelm'd.

P. 302. " When we know the Manner of the

" Jewish Writing, the lengthening and shorten-

" ing of their Letters, and the Nature of the se-

" veral Mistakes made in these later MSS, we

<c can the better judge how to correct similar

" Mistakes made in the older MSS now lost."

Here we must be unavoidably lost. — For if this

Scheme succeds, the present Collection of Al

terations made from Conjectures will bear little

or no Proportion to what a very few Years more

will produce. We shall then find any Scripture

Evidence, that may be offer'd:, set aside by a

Correction of the Passage which contains it ;
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and the whole will be seen to dwindle away in

to a lifeless Collection ofjejune Criticisms.

P. 304. " And these ancient Versions, thus

" authoris'd, will, when judiciously examin'd,

" and carefully compar'd with the Hebrew Text

" and with one another, furnish us with true

" Readings in a much greater Number and of

" greater Importance!' So that the Uncertainty,

to which the Hebrew Text will by this Method

be reduc'd, will disqualify it for determining any

longer in disputed Points.

P. 305. " And indeed this we might natural-

" ly have expected ; since the Hebrew Copies

" us'd by the Authors of the ancient Versions

" were older than the oldest MSS now extant

" by many hundred Years." But were they old

er than those from whence the authenticated

Copies were faithfully taken ? — " And there-

"fore, when we reflect how Errors multiply

" with Age, since the more Copies the more

" Errors ; and especially, if whilst new ones are

" for want of Care introduc'd, the old ones are for

" want of "judgment retain'd &c." All these Ex

pressions tend greatly to unsettle the Mind, and

to throw it into a sceptical Perplexity, in a Point

which of all others too will least admit of Doubts

and Uncertainties. But how do Errors multiply

with Age ? was there no Way of correcting the

Errors of a Transcriber? Were the People of

God so ignorant of his Word, as not to know

the true Reading from a false one ? or so careless,

as not to examine whether the Transcriber had

faithfully copied the original Text ? or must a

Mistake
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Mistake once made and discover'd, be for ever

continued in a Copy? For Instance, if the

Scribe instead of wrote tfin, must this be

unalterable ? if not, all that Mr. Kennicott has

here advanc'd, must pass for little or Nothing :

since not only the Copier, but he for whe/^ he

was employ'd, were most nearly concern'd in the

Correction of casual Errors. In Confirmation of

this, let the Passage before cited out of Walton's

Proleg. be again remember'd. Imo tanta super-

Jittione feruntur [jsudœi] erga Sacros Codices, ut

in Libro Legis ft vel unicum erratum deprehendant,

pro illegitimo damnant, et abjiciunt.

Mr. Kennicott, for some Pages following, gives

us an Account of the Hebrew MSS which are

still extant, as far as he has heard of, or met

with them ; and endeavours to settle the Age of

each. I apprehend that this is not done with

any Certainty at all, since each Man is left at

last to himself to conjecture and determine con

cerning it. With regard to that Hebrew MS of

the Pentateuch which is reckon'd the most an-

tient, Mr. Kennicott says, " It may perhaps be a

" moderate Supposition, to imagine it writ as long

" before the Time it was so presented, as it has

" been since — which will set the Antiquity of

" it at about 900 Years." But if this is the Way

we are to calculate the Age of MSS we may

make them of what standing we please ; for we!

need only call them very antient, and then ex

plain what we mean by very antient, whether

500 or 1 500 Years, and the Work is done. But

I presume ever cautious Christian will require

some
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some farther Evidence, than that of perhaps, a

Supposition, and I imagine, before he admits a

MS as Evidence against the authenticated Copies.

— Much such Proofs as this, we have for the

Age of the other MSS which are reckon'd most

antisnt.

P. 317. " I presume (with due Submission to

" better Judgments) we shall not do This MS

" Justice if we do not allow it to be 800 Years

" of Age." — P. 321. " This MS therefore, on

" all the preceding Accounts, is not only valua-

" ble for it's Variations, but venerable for it's

" Age, which may be full 700 Years."— P. 3 22.

" This MS has some remarkable various Read-

" ings, and perhaps it's Age may be about 600

Years.

Till we have some better Evidence, than any

here offer'd, first for the Antiquity, and then for

the Authority of these MSS it cannot surely be

safe to correct the present Hebrew Text thereby.

In P.343. Mr. Kennicott begins his Extract of

Mistakes and various Readings : where he first

objects to nJnJ Kin in Gen. 3. 12. The Pro

noun he thinks should be N'n. But if any Scho

lar will look into the Bible, and see the many

Places, where these and other Pronouns occur

indiscriminately, he will, I doubt not be led to

conclude, that the Pronouns differ greatly in the

Hebrew from what they do in those Languages,

in which Men are more conversant, we must

form our Judgment of the Propriety of an Ex

pression from the Language in which it is writ

ten, not from others which can never determine
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it. — And as for the Pronoun we are now up- .

on, Buxtorf'in his Thesaurus Grammaticus

Linguæ Sanctæ Hebrææ &c. has this Rule;

K'n. Sœpijfime etiamJ'cribitur K'H per Vau in me-

dio. P. 9 1 .

Gen. 4. 8. P. 347. 'm VHN blX\ bit ffi> "lDtt'%

P. 3 50. " This short Speech of the insidious

" Cain is preserv'd uniformly in the Samar. Text,

• " in Greek, Syr. and Lat. Versions ; and also in

" the Targums of Jerusalem and "Jonathan'' All

which are, in this Place, not Translations, but

Paraphrases, supplying what the Authors ofthem

conceiv'd would make the Sentence compleat.

We may see a Reason why the Versions and two

Targums should insert in the Manner they have

done, is we suppose the Hebrew Text to have

been originally as it is now ; but upon this Sup

position we know not how to account for the

Omission in the Targum of Onkelos—" And this

" Speech was omitted in the Hebrew Copy us'd

" by the Author of the Arabic Version ; which

" reads here, not as the other ancient Versions,

" but as the printed Hebrew." What Authority

is there to suppose it ever was inserted in any

authenticated Hebrew MSS ? If there is none ;

this Sentence is improperly worded, even so as

to delude the unwary Reader, and make him -

suppose that there is Evidence for another Read

ing in some authenticated Copies. — If this Pas

sage had been render'd, And Cain told it to Abel

bis Brother, as it might have been ; the Difficul

ty, I apprehend, would have been effectually

remov'd. ....
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For an Answer to the Objections on Gen, 20. 

5. see what has been observ'd on Gen. 3. 12

P. 356. Gen. 23. 2. " The last Word of this

" Sentence is, in the Hebrew, nrpsV) ; in which

" the fourth of the six Letters is less than the

" rest." This is a very inconsiderable Article

• indeed : and what He should not have regarded,

who has in so many Places corrupted the origi

nal Text, and made it far more unseemly to the

Eye of the Mind, than the most extravagant 3,

in either extreme, can ever be to the Eye of the

Body.

P. 358. &c. Gen. 25. 8. Then Abraham died

in a good old Age, an old Man andfull of Years ;

and was gather d to his People. " The English

" Translators have faithfully distinguish'd by Ita-

" lic Characters all such Words, as they have in-

" serted to compleat the Sense, but were not in

" their Copies of the Hebrew Text." They have

not indeed always done this. By which means

many Places full of the most glorious Truths

dwindle almost into Nothing. This can be un

known to none that has carefully examin'd the

sacred Pages. " The Sense now being absolute-

" ly imperfect, (there seems a Necessity for al-

" lowing, that the Word D'O' Days is here o-

" mitted ; since that Word is now found regu-

,{ larly in the Samar. Pentateuch, and in theGreek,

" Syr. Arab, and Vulg. Versions." These give

us a Paraphrase again, not a Translation. jotV

signifies, full, compleat, satisfied, &c. Abraham

died fully satisfied with the loving Kindness of

the Lord to himself and his Posterity ; and ha

il ving
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ving compleated the great Work he was design'd

for, was remov'drto the heavenly Canaan to' en

joy the Reward of his Labours finish'd— Thus

was Abraham, y2tlf, full, satisfied, coinpleat.

P. 359. Gen. 26. 18. And Isaac digged again

the Wells of Water which they had digged in the

Days of Abraham his Father. " The Relative

"they having no Antecedent but Isaac, with

** which no Enallage Numeri can make it agree,

"we may suppose some Mistake." Nobody

pleads for an Enallage Numeri ; but for the Pro

priety of the Expression as it now stands, which

cannot by any means be disputed. The Phrase,

which they had digged in the Days of Abraham

his Father, is well known to be equivalent to the

Expression, which the People that liv'd in the

Days of Abraham his Father had digged; or,

which had been digged in the Days of Abraham

his Father. Where is the Difficulty in this Pas

sage thus understood ? and what Force is there

done in thus understanding it ?

The Objections which Mr. Kennicott makes

to the Beginning of the 29th Chapter of Genesis,

are of the same Kind with these just now con

siders. For he should have recollected that the

Phrase in the 2d Ver. out of that Well they water

ed the Flocks, is equivalent to this, out of that

Well the Flocks were watered. Or if we look into

the first Verse we find that there are People

mention'd, with whom Jacob might carry on

the Dialogue here recorded: Then Jacob went

on his Journey, and came into the Land of the -

People of the East: the Dip therefore are
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the People with whom the Patriarch converses.

— And as for the Difficulty which Mr. KJtnnicott

imagines he saw in the 3d Verse, no Man that

is allow'd to differ from the Interpretations of

Commentators, and to think . for himself, could

possibly mistake it, or understand it in a Man

ner different from the vulgate Version.

Mr. Kennicott next produces, as he does very

frequently afterwards, a Mistake from one of

the MSS. But as we have nothing to do with

the Faults of a rejected MS, I shall take no No

tice of Things of this Kind.

-^P. 368. Gen. 31. 39. "The Participle TQJJl

"furto ablatum occurs twice in this Verse, being

" doubly irregular ; having an unnecessary and

" not having the necessary "]." Why is this ' to

be pronounc'd unnecessary ? is it not countenanc'd

by others in the like Situation ? thus it is in If.

1. 21. ♦dk,?d nxstti nnp rwfo nrvn row

DSt^D; so again in Sam. 1. 1. TD"1 "Wil

— An Acquaintance with the very Elements of

the Hebrew Language would be sufficient to re

move the Objection, made from the Omission

of the Participial •). Whoever wants Instances of

these Omissions, may soon have enough to con

vince him, and to make him stand astonish'd at

this Objection, if he will but turn to a few Verbs

in any common Lexicon. The Grammars too

have observ'd the Omission, as a Thing common

and regular.

Gen. 31. 53. P. 369. The God of Abraham

and the God of Nahor judge betwixt usy the God

of their Father. —- " What then can be the

I 2 -"-meaning
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"meaning of the God of their Father? These

" Words, from their Situation in the Sentence,

"do not seem capable of contributing to the

" Sense of it ; neither would they, perhaps, be

" more capable of it, if plac'd in any other Part

" of the Sentence." The Mistake of this Criti

cism proceeds from the Author's not perceiving

where the Words of the contracting Parties end :

They close with the Word 13*JO; and the Words

DiT^tt 'H^tt are the inspir'd Penman's, Expli

catory of the foregoing, and the whole may be

thus translated and understood : The God ofA-

braham, and the God of Nahor judge betwixt .

us; (the God of their Fathers) that is, each

swore by the God of his Ancestors : Jacob, by

the God of Ahraham; Laban by the God of

Nahor.— This Construction invalidates all that

follows on this Head.

Gen. 35. 22. P. 372. " This Verse, as it is at

" present, reads thus—And it came to pass when

" Ifreal dwelt in that Land, that Reuben went and

" lay with Bilhah his Father s Concubine; and If-

" rael heard it » Now the Sons of "Jacob

« W7Y twelve &c. As the Jews then acknow-

" ledge something wanting here to compleat the

" Sense, the Greek Version  has preserved the

" Words omitted in the Heb. Text." As this

Verse at present reads thus, and for what appears

always did, whoever adds thereto, or takes

therefrom* corrupts the Words of the Book of

Life..— Israel heard the Fact, and we may be

sure lamented it ; but still we are not from the

Paraphrastic LXX to insert this into the sacred

Text.
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Text. — Tho' supposing this was the Case, it

makes nothing for Mr. Kennicott, because this

Passage has been pointed out as defective.

P. 372. Gen. 36. 2. " This Verse, in the pre-

" sent Heb. Text, tells us, that one of Esau's

" Wives was Aholibamah, the Daughter ofAnah,

"the Daughter of Zibeon the Hivite. But Anah

" appears to have been ZibeorizSon ; as is evident

" from Verse the 24th ofthis Chapter—And these

" are the Sons of Zibeon, Aiah and Anah &c. —

" Here then is a Mistake of ]-Q Filia writ instead

"of \2 Filius." The Passages in this Chapter,

' wherein the Name Anah occurs, require a more

careful Examination perhaps than Mr. Kennicott

has given them. If they are duly attended to,

they carry not in them the least Contradiction or

Difficulty. The Case is as follows : Anah is in

the 2d Verse call'd the Daughter of Zibeon —

Anah is in the 24th Ver. call'd the Son of Zibeon

— The Zibeon of the 2d Ver. was an Hivite—

The Zibeon of the 24th Ver. was an Horite.

The Anah therefore of the ad Ver. was a diffe

rent Person from the Anah of the 24th. — The

Sum of the whole then is this : Anah, the Son

of Zibeon the Horite, married Anah the Daughter

of Zibeon the Hivite, from which two Anahs,

came Aholibamah the Wife of Esau. —The only

Objection, I apprehend, that can be made to this

is, that by this Account the same Name is given

to a Man and a Woman. But this we find done

in other Cases ; for in the 2d Verse of this Chap

ter we find that Aholibamah was the Daughter
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os Anah, and the Wife of Esau ; and yet in the

41st Verse we read, Duke Aholibamah.

P. 375. Gen. 36. 6. And went into the Coun

try from the Face os his Brother. " Even the

" printed Text fiems to have one considerable

"Fault; and the different Reading of the Sa-

" mar. Text and Greek Version seems more a-

" greeable to the Context. The literal Version,

" of the present Heb. Text is — & ivit ad ter-

" ram, a facie Jacob fratis sui. But according

" to the Samar. and Greek Copies — & ivit ex

ct terra Canaan, afacie Jacobifratrissui. This

" latter Sense seems very preferable , " as Jacob

u continued in Canaan." This latter Sense, so

far from seeming very preferable, cannot possibly

be admitted, unless it could be prov'd that it

was the Original, which is not as yet attempted.

No Arguments, however plausible, ought to be

regarded, which endeavour to expose the sacred

Scriptures to the Humour and Caprice of every

Reader. The Words, I apprehend, should, in

the Translation, have been a very little varied

from our present Version, in the following Man

ner : And went into a Countryfrom the Face ofhis

Brother Jacob. Then in the eighth Verse we

have the Name of the Country, where we find

it was Mount Seir. For an Answer to the Ob

jections made to Gen. 36. 16. P. 376. see the

Observation? on 1 Chron. 1. 36.

All that occurs in the three next Pages has

been already obviated, except an Observation in

378, 379. on Numb. 26. 43. D'jyn \1

And the Sons of Dan Hujhim. " As there is but

" this
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" this one Son of Dan., &filii seems to have

" been writ hastily according to the general run

" (as in 2 Kin. 23. 10.) by Mistake for pi &fi-

" lius ; as the Arabic Version only, to its pecu-

" liar Honour, has. preserv'd it, reading here

" t»!t> t>>U &JUius Dan &c." But in this, as

in most other Places, I imagine, there onlyseems

to be a Mistake, for want of sufficient Caution.

For the sacred Penman is telling us who came

into Egypt ; and among the rest he mentions, Of

the Sons of Dan, Hujhim. The Preposition Q is

often omitted in such Circumstances, as has been

shewn^ above. Of the Sons then which had been

born to the Patriarch Dan, only Hujhim liv'd to

come into Egypt: and if this Patriarch is said

elsewhere to have had any more Children, only

Hujhim was then born. The Instance referr'd to

in 2 Kings 23. 10. is not parallel; because tho'

Din is in the Text, yet the marginal Read

ing is Etfn p.

Exod.-3. 18. wby rnpJ tunnyn. *nbx mrv

P. 380. "Instead of f-npJ occurrit the Samar.

" Text more properly reads ^V^p^l vocatus eji."

Jehovah hath met us ; or appear d unto us, is the

rendring of the Words as they now stand : and

this is brought as a Reason for the Departure of

the Israelites into the Wilderness. The Charge

therefore that God gave them at his Appearance

was to leave Egypt immediately, and to retire

into the Deserts to expect the farther Manifesta

tion of Jehovah's Will. This Sense is clear and

obvious, and naturally arises from the present

Text But with regard to the Alteration pro
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pos'd by Mr. Kennicott, there is, besides what

j has been already said, another invincible Argu-

\ ment against it : and that is the Preposition Sjr

! which follows the Verb rnpJ. Nip, the Verb

he would substitute in the Place of nip, occurs

in a great Number of Passages in the Sense of

calling which he would here give it 5 but it ne

ver once, as far as I can find after the strictest

Search, has the Preposition by after it, but always

bit or b, when it must bear the Sense which is

here contended, for. This therefore, I conceive,

is abundantly sufficient to obviate what is object

ed to in this Passage.

P. 380. Exod. 7. 18, 19. " Among the many

" Instances, in which the Samar. Text differs at

" present from the Hebrew, one of the most re-.

" markable is — that, as to the Commissions

" given by God to Moses, and executed by Moses

" before Pharoah, the Samar. Text expresses e-

" very Speech twice ; but the present Heb. Text

" once only — generally as given in Charge by

" God, without mentioning the punctual Execu-

" tion of the Commission by Moses ; and twice

" we have the Speech of Moses to Pharoah, (and

<£ that denouncing two of the severest Judg-

"ments) without having read of any such Com-

<< mission previously given him. Now, as no

"Man, acquainted with ancient Learning, can

" doubt, but that the Samar. Copy, which gives

" these Speeches twice, derives the stronger Pre

sumption in it's Favour from ancient Cus-

" torn ;" &c. Not unless there is sufficient Au

thority to suppose them to have once been in the

sacred
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sacred Text, which, it is plain, there is not. It

cannot follow from the Repetition of Speeches

found in Homer, that there was the same in the

sacred Scriptures. If we suppose this, what

Confusion will be introduc'd into the inspir'd

Pages ? And to what a Size will our Bibles soon

swell ? But if Messages were always repeated in

every Part of the Bible, when was the Liberty

of curtailing them audacioufly assum'd? What

Period shall we assign for the Execution of so

bold a Design, carried on by universal Agree

ment ? Till we have a satisfactory Answer given

i to these Questions, we mall not scruple to pro

nounce that the Samaritan Copy here, as else

where, plays the Commentator, and foists in

what the Authenticated Copies of the Hebrew

Bible do not acknowlege.

" So, if Repetitions were ever necessary or

" proper, to shew the Fidelity with which such

" Commissions were executed, one should expect

f c them on the present Occasion." We, and all

that believe the divine Legation of Moses, know

him verily to have been faithful in all his Un

dertakings. Whatever therefore God command

ed him to declare to Pharaoh he faithfully

fhew'd him, and kept back no Part thereof.

This we find was always done, and the Prophet's

Denunciation to the rebellious Monarch was

constantly attended with the Judgment threat-

ned, the due Reward of his perverse Contumacy.

Which proves to us that he deserv'd the Judg

ment ; that is, had heard and disobey'd.

y The Observations made on the 1 ith Chapter

K of
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of Exodus require not any nice Examination.

As it stands in all our Bibles, it consists of ten

Verses : Mr. Kennicott has added eight more,

and has taken such uncommon Liberties with

the Word of God in this, as in other Places,

that every serious Christian, I apprehend, must

tremble at the little Regard shewn to that Re

velation, in which is contain'd the whole of hu

man Happiness. — I shall endeavour briefly to

answer the Objections he has rais'd to this Pas

sage, and proceed. — Moses said in the Conclu

sion, of the ioth Chapter, I willfee thy Face a-

gain no more. And in the 8th Ver. of the i ith

Chapter it is said, and he went out from Pharaoh

in a great Æger. What can possibly be inferr'd

from this, but that Moses did not leave Pharaoh

as soon as he had said, / will fee thy Face again

no more ; but staid and deliver'd the Revelation

which the 4th Ver. says the Lord made to him,

and which is recorded in that, and some of the

following Verses. After which he did, as he

had just before declar'd, see Pharaotis Face again

no more. The Revelation therefore made to

Moses in the 1st and 2d Verses must be consider'd

as given during the Interview. And the 3d

Verse ought to be look'd upon as in a Parenthe

sis. Then in the 4th Verse Moses begins his

Message from the Lord, who had put into his

Mouth the Words he was to deliver. — It is

difficult to determine what it was that induc'd

Mr. Kennicott to pronounce that the Paflage

would be defective, unless Jehovah was intro-

duc'd as delivering at large to Moses the very

Words
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Words which he was to deliver to Pharaoh;

when the Passage is so worded as entirely to pre

clude all Objections of this Kind. — And Moses

said., thus faith the Lord, about Midnight &c.

The Point, I think, is here as effectually deter-

min'd, as it could have been by Mr. Kennicott's,

or any other Method whatsoever.

' P. 396. Exod. 12. 40. Now the Sojourning of

the Children of Israel, who dwelt in Egypt, was

430 Tears. " This Place has been consider'd by

" some as inexplicable, upon the Notion of the

"Integrity of the present Heb. Text; and in-

" deed, as to the Advocates for that Notion ( if

" they merit the Name of Criscs) it seems to be a

" Crux Criticorum. For that the Children, or

" Descendants, ofIsrael did not sojourn, or dwell,

"430 Years in Egypt may be easily, and has

"been frequently, demonstrated." Here Mr.

Kennicott's Warmth carries him far beyond the

Bounds of Christian Charity and Moderation.

Can those great Names, which have labour'd

with the most laudable Zeal and Earnestness for

the Truth of Christ, deserve such insulting and

contemptuous Treatment ? Are they at once to

be degraded from that high Situation, to which

their pious Labours have rais'd their Memories ?

And that too, merely for espousing an Opinion

which did not happen to please Mr. Kennicott ?

Let these, and all other deserving Men have their

due Praise, as long as their Designs are well-

meant, even tho' we fee Reason to differ entirely

from them. But some of these Writers, whom

our Author affects to treat in this haughty Man-

K 2 ner,
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ner, were Men of the soundest Learning, ac-

quir'd by the intense Industry of many Years,

and then laid out in promoting the Glory of God.

Let us honour them therefore for what they

have done ; thankfully accepting at their Hands

what seems to be right, and kindly overlooking

those Parts in which they are mistaken. — As

for the Passage itself, it does not seem to me to

carry the Difficulty which Mr. Kennicott argues

for.—The Words do not express that the Chil

dren of Israel sojourn'd in Egypt 430 Years :

But that the Children of Israel, who at the Time

.-**" of their Departure were Inhabitants of Egypt,

had been Sojourners for the Space of 430 Years.

For which Reason the Words, who dwelt in

Egypt, ought to be consider'd as in a Parenthesis.

Now the sojourning of the Children of Israel

(who dwelt in Egypt) was 430 Years. This is

very different from the Sense which Mr. Ken

nicott seems to intimate the Words must neces

sarily bear ; and, I apprehend, clears the Passage

from every possible Objection.

P. 400. Exod. 15. 2. " The present Hebrew

" Text is n' man ny. But man, being irre-

" gular, should probably be 'masl & laus mea ;

fC agreeably to the Chald. Arab, and Vulg. Ver

s< sions." This Word occurs elsewhere in this

very Manner, and in the very same Situation.

Ps. n 8. 14. rv mat! 'ty. and again Isai. 12. 2.

IT matl Uy. Instances sufficient to free this

Passage from the Accusation here brought against

it, without looking for more,

P. 401.
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P. 401. Exod. 18. 5, 6, 7. Here we read —

And Jethro, Moses Father in Law, came with his

So?2s and his Wife, unto Moses in the Wilderness.

And hesaid unto Moses, I thy Father in Law Je

thro am come unto thee, and thy Wife, and her two -

Sons with her. And Moses went out to meet his

Father in Law &c. " Strange, that Moses should

" go out to meet Jethro, as in Ver. 7 ; after that

•c Jethro had been with him, and talk'd to him,

" as in Ver. 6." Strange indeed ! as the Matter

is here stated. But in what Part of the 6th Verse

do we find that Jethro had been with Moses ?

It is mention'd indeed that he said something to

Moses : but does it thence follow that he said it

in Person, and Face to Face ? or do not the

Words in the 7th Verse necessarily imply that

Jethro spake what is recorded in the 6th Verse,

by a Messenger which he dispatch'd to Moses,

before he himself approach'd his Tent? And

the Consequence was, that the obedient Son re-

ceiv'd the Message with Joy, and hasten'd to

give publick Testimony of his filial Tenderness

and Affection. —The Account of the Centurion,

who in Mat. 8. 5, &c. is represented as doing in

Person, what in Luk. 7. 1, &c. it is clear he did

by Messengers, may be sufficient to vindicate the

Interpretation here given of the Passage now be

fore us.

P. 403. "As this Type is far fetch'd and

<c greatly labour'd (almost to a Degree of modern

" Typijication)" &c. Mr. Kennicott, I find, has

mark'd out these Words, Modern Typification, as

peculiarly worthy of Notice. In which I have
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the Pleasure of thinking with him. For, why

is it a Thing ridiculous to search out for the Spi

ritual Meaning of that Book, the Letter where

of the Unerring and Omniscient Spirit of God

hath pronounc'd to be Death ? a Why, since the

first Disciples of Christ, who spake by imme

diate Inspiration, said none other Things than what

the Prophets and Moses did fay Jlwuld come, b are

Christians to be made the Derision of Christians,'

for enquiring as well into the Works of Christ

as describ'd by the Prophetic, as by the Histori

cal Penmen of the sacix;d Scriptures ? Why,

since the Testimony of fefits is the Spirit of Pro

phecy, c are those to be the Ridicule of the Dis

ciples of Jesus, who give that Testimony, as far

as they are able, in it's full Force ? who make

the Scriptures, to the intellectual Eye of the

pious Christian, far more pleasant than the Splen

dor of the purest Gold is to his corporeal Eye :

who render them infinitely more precious and

desirable, than all the Things that can be seen

or conceiv'd ? — But why, principally, is this

Method of Instruction, by an Explanation of the

antient Types and Figures, to be reproach'd with

the ill-tim'd Epithet of Modern ? Is it a Thing

but lately started in the Church of Christ, after

so many thousand Believers had seal'd the Truth

and Importance of the Gospel by their Blood ?

Was it a Thing unknown to those zealous and

resolute Martyrs, who must surely be deem'd a-

ble Judges of the Christian Doctrines ? Modern

9 2 Cor. 3.6. — For the Letter killetb, but the Spirit giveth

Use. b Acts x6. 2Z. c Rev. 19. 10.

Typifica
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Typification, alas! may go down with the su

perficial Declaimers of the present Times, who

harangue as Fancy or Interest points the Way ;

but when brought to an Impartial Bar must ex

pose to universal Contempt the Bearer of so false

and corrupt a Testimony. It would be endless

to run thro' the Writers from the earliest Times,

since the Appearance of Christ, down to the

Present, and to point out those who have bene

fited Mankind by their Labours of this Sort. But

let Mr. Kennicott look into the Writings of Bar

nabas, an Apostolical Father, of Augustine, Ori-

gen, Jerom, or an hundred others ; who, like

these, were Men of deep Learning, and exem

plary Piety, which diffus'd itself abroad to all

with whom they were concern'd : or if this be

too much, let him look into the Works of later

Writers, whose Labours do honour to our own

Country; such as Brownrig, Jackson, Taylor,

Mather, Andrews, Ainfworth, with very many

others, * who, I apprehend, are not aim'd at by

the Random Stroak here given : Let him look

into these, and then ask himself, in what Instance

some pious and learned Christians at present ex

ceed, in the spiritual Application of the sacred

Scriptures, those who, under God, were the

Planters and Propagaters of the Gospel in the

different Regions of the Earth.

a I would moreover, if the Author did not come under the

Title of Modern, recommend to Mr. KenniM?* serious and at

tentive Perusal an Explanation of the Nature of a Type, being

the Substance of two Sermons, preach'd by the present very

Learned and Ingenious Bishop of Exeter.

P. 409.
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P. 409. Levit. 5. 1. "The Word Klb non is-

"very remarkable. It occurs 35 Times in this

" Form ; but is in other Places more regularly ex-

" press'd 'Tis somewhat strange, that so

" common a Particle should so frequently be ex-

"press'd improperly; because, if a Transcriber

" knew any one Word in the Language, he must

" be suppos'd to know this." Mr. Kennicott sup

poses, if a Transcriber understood any one Word

in the Language, that he must be allow'd to

know this : for which Reason, the Insertion or

Omission of the t can be no Mistake. Why

should ab then be call'd more regular than tfh ?

Since from the Number of Passages in which

both occur, it is clear that both must have been

us'd ; as in Englissi we say yes, and yea &c.—

But here again our Author is turn'd round ; for

in his Conclusion, P. 550. he supposes the Case

to be here "mistated, and imagines that the

"Word was originally always written N11?." I

should be glad to know what Stress Mr. Ken

nicott would please to have laid on such Argu

ments as these : and whether he supposes Men

are so far lost, as to be trifled with in this Man

ner, and induc'd to make the Word of God of

nbne Effect for such Reasons as these ?

P. 411. Numb. 3. 39. "There are in the

"printed Heb. Bible 15 Words, which have a

"Dot over every Letter; the Reason of which

" seems clearly to be — that the Word, so dot-

"ted, was suspected of being interpolated, not

"being found in some other Copies. In this

" Verse we have the following Word thus dot-

"ted
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<< ted — piiiO & Aaron." Of Old then they

were more cautious than we are in our Days.

If one word was suspected, which was seldom

the Case, the whole Church went no farther,

than barely to intimate their Suspicions.

Mr. Kennicott, in the three next Pages, ob

jects to several Passages for what he calls an im

proper Use of Pronouns, and a Confusion of Sin

gulars and Plurals. With regard to the last Ar

ticle it must be observ'd, ( what has been before

taken notice of,) that almost every Chapter in

the Hebrew Bible obliges us to acknowlege, that

the original Language in this respect differs from

most later Tongues. We are not to Form an

Hebrew Grammar from Observations made up

on Cicero's Writings, but from those Books which

preserve the whole of that Language. In Cœjars

Commentaries were we to see " & ascenderunt—&

" exploraverunt — & venit" all belonging to the

same Nominative Case, we should pronounce

the Transcriber or Printer in fault, for this Rear

son; because Casar's known Skill in his own

Language would not permit him to express him

self, in a Manner so very different from the La

tin Idiom. But if we see *ijr njm iblH

\T\1T\ in the Bible, we do not pronounce the

Expression unsuitable, for this Reason ; because

upon searching with the greatest Care into all

the Remains in the Hebrew Language, we find

this Form of Speech occur in every Part. ' It is

a Something of this kind Mr. Kennicott has allow'd, P. 101,

102. where he has these Words : " The Word bbtl is read the

"fame in both Passages, and properly. For tho' it carries with

" it a Difficulty at first Sight, as being Singular ; yet there ar«

L "siany
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the well known Mode of Expression from Ge

nesis to Malachi. Instances of this Kind have

already been produc'd in P. 26. and to those I

shall refer the Reader, without being at the

Trouble to transcribe any Thing farther, to prove

what every attentive Reader of the original Scrip

tures must be unalterably convincd of. I would

willingly ask Mr. Kennicott, when the infpir'd

Penman is describing the Motions of the Spies,

what Confusion or Perplexity arises from the

Manner in which he here expresses himself?

He says, ibjH and they ascended, and then adds

and., what? he came}, who could be in

ducd to translate in this Manner, any more than

to render our Translation of this Passage, and

they ascended— and came, thus into Latin, & as

cenderunt — ci? venit ? Would not that Man

expose himself to universal Contempt, that

should say he could not in our English Trans

lation understand what was the nominative Case

to the Verb came, because there was no Pronoun

before it ? And does the Omission of the fuffix'd

Pronoun 1, in Hebrew, cause any more Diffi

culty in that Language ? I may safely leave this

Question to be anfwer'd by the fondest Advocate

for Corruptions in the Hebrew Text ; who must

" many Instances, where a Numeral, or a Conjunction of Nu-

"merals, expressive of very many, take after them and agree with

" a Noun that is singular. One Example of this we find in Gen.

" 5. 4. — And the Days ofJdam, after he begat Seth, were 800

"Tear (not Tears) TViU> slNO itJDttf. —.And another Example

"may be 1 Sam. 9. 22. WH O'tt^ttO about 30 Man." Let the

Idiom of the Language, in one Case, be collected from Instances,

as well as in another.

.be
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be oblig'd to confess, (forc'd thereto by a great

Variety of Instances) that this Form of Speech

is perfectly agreeable to the Hebrew Idiom, and

stands clear of all Perplexity and Confusion.

Mr. Kennicott seems to lie under the fame

Mistake too with Regard to the Pronouns. He

will insist upon it that every Pronoun, which

we call Masculine or Feminine, is invariably so.

I should be glad to know what is to determine

this. If a Man finds that nftK is very frequently

made use of, when the Person address'd is a

Man ; and DH when it is a Woman, is he there

fore immediately to conclude that nntf must be

Masculine, and Feminine ? Suppose he

should afterwards find that these and other Pro

nouns were frequently us'd indiscriminately,

what Inference could he draw from such an Ob

servation, but that the Gender was not always

determin'd by the Pronoun ? This he must be

oblig'd to do ; and, if he had acted otherwise,

to confess that he had drawn his Conclusion in

too hasty and wide a Manner. Nothing can in

validate this, as long as we have the Liberty of

searching into the (Scriptures, and consulting the

original Records, from whence alone we must

form our Judgment of the true Use of Pronouns,

and not from the over-strain'd Observations of

Grammarians or Critics. — Let the Reader look

into the first Chapter of the Book of Ruth, and

he will there see, by the promiscuous Use of the

Pronouns, on what Foundation their invariable

Gender stands. —. I could wish the Rules which

Grammarians have laid down with Regard to

L 2 the
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the Hebrew Language, had been in many In

stances more conformable to the Jdiom of it,

than they are at present. But till this shall be the

Case, we must take Care not to lay greater Stress

upon them than they will bear.

P. 415. Deuter. 22. 19. "The Word niW

" occurs 22 Times in the Pentateuch, and is not

" once printed properly but in this Place." The

only natural Consequence that can be drawn from

the Use of is, that it is in Signification both

Masculine and Feminine. It is very frequently

applied to Women as well as Men ; as is remark

ably the Case in this 22d Chapter of Deuterono

my: where we find it so applied 13 Times in

about 1 6 Verses : tho' the Jews have inserted in

the Margin the Feminine n in every Instance.

This was certainly a superfluous Caution, as the

great Variety of Passages, in which "lyJ is applied

to Women, determines it to be Feminine as well

as mjO, Just as Juvenis, in Latin, is applicable

to the Youth of both Sexes.

Deut. 28. 57. " F. Houbigant has very judi-

" cioufly remark'd (Prolegom. pag. 69. &c.) that

" the Sense here is greatly dijlurb'd by two very

" corrupted Words nh^tWl and n'Ja^V" This

is the Evil which we have already found so much

Cause to complain of, and" which is more to be

dreaded than any temporal Calamity whatsoever.

If a Passage carries any Difficulty as it stands at

present ; we have nothing to do, but to alter it

to what we please. This is the Liberty we fee

assum'd; but does not every Christian tremble

at the Apprehension of this fore Calamity ? And

at
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at the Prospect of the dreadful Consequences

which must immediately result from it ? Whilst

the Word of God is continued among us pure

and unadulterated, we may reasonably hope that

God will bless the Labours of some pious and

learned Christian with the Discovery os the Truth

enquir'd after. And even tho' one Generation of

Men should pass away, and another. succeed

without making the wisti'd for Discovery ; yet

let us not be discourag'd, but be content to ac-

knowlege that there may be Things which we

cannot find out, but which some future Enquirer

may be appointed to hand forth to after-ages.

Nor shall we ourselves be depriv'd of what our

Posterity may enjoy. For we sleep not in the

Grave, but are hastening on to those blessed Re

gions, where every Cloud of Ignorance shall be

dispers'd ; where we shall not know in Part, but

in that full Degree in which ourselves are known.

— The Passage we are now upon appears to me

capable of a very beautiful Interpretation, even

tho' it should continue in it's present greatly dis

turb'd and corrupted State. The 56th Verse in-

form'd us that the Eye of thd delicate Female

should be evil towards the Husband of her Bosom ;

towards her Son, and towards her Daughter ; (the

57th Verse advances in the Description) Even

towards theyoung Daughter whichjhould comefrom

between her own Feet ; and towards the Sons which

She herselfjhould bear. This is the literal and

Grammatical Construction : ( for the Words

nttvn nrv'j&y are Feminine, and the Word 'Ji

is Masculine, which Distinction is not observ'd

by
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by our Translators : ) and, I would willingly

hope, expresses nothing unsuitable or difficult.

There is a Gradation manifestly observ'd; and

the Distress describ'd in the End of the 56th

Verse, is more affectingly represented, by an E-

numeration of striking Circumstances, in the Be

ginning of the 57th.

Deuteronomy, Chap. 33.

1 . And this is the blessing wherewith Moses the

Man of. God blejjed the Children of Israel before his

Death.

2. And hesaid, 'The Lord camefrom Sinai, and

rose upfrom Seir unto them ; he jhinedforth from

Mount Paran, and he came with ten thousands of

Saints : from his right hand went afiery Lawfor

them.

3. Yea, he lov'd the People; all his Saints are

in thy Hand ; and they fat down at thy Feet ; eve

ry onejhall receive of thy Words.'

4. Moses commanded us a Law : even the Inhe

ritance ofthe Congregation of Jacob.

5. And he was King in Jefourun, when the

Heads of the People, and the Tribes of Israel were

gathered together.

The Hebrew Text.

O'nVan rwo yin new n:mn nttn i.

mir n»tn 2. nmo Smœ' m nx

ptffi nno 3»£nn ioV nwo mn r>n woo

*\n 3. tvsb m wjyo enp name nrwi

iW? -oh om -po venp Sa coy nnn

nemo ne>D liV ms mm 4. • t*wib »»'

*]DKnnn i?n frw'a 'w 5. apy' nbnp

. j Skip* 'Dae? nn* wi

As
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As Mr. Kennicott, P. 422. thinks " these Ver-

" ses remarkably unintelligible and, in Conse

quence of that, assumes such unheard of Free

doms as cannot be allow'd or thought of with

out the deepest Concern ; the following Account

of the whole Passage is humbly offer'd to the

Consideration of the Learned.

The first Words objected to are rDma HfiNI

Wlp, And he came with ten thousands of Saints.

The general Significations of the Preposition Q

Mr. Kennicott fays, P. 425. are ab and absque.

But does this Word signify nothing else ? Does

the general exclude every other Signification ?

Or, taking this Sense, may not the Words be

- thus understood : And he came from ( separated,

or at a distance from) ten thousands ofhis Saints?

and so refer to the Distribution of the People of

God made at Mount Sinai, when they were or-

der'd not to touch the Mount on which Jeho

vah descended ? Thus did he come down in the

Presence of all the ten thousands of Israel, who

were assembled at the appointed, awful Distance,

to receive the - Commands of their Creator. —

Another Objection Mt. Kennicott makes; P?425.

to any Rendring of this kind is " because t^ip is

" not Saint but Holiness" Let the following In

stances determine the Truth of this Assertion.

Exod. 29. 3 1. —Andseethe his Flefo in the holy

Place unp DlpD3. Levit. 21. 7. — For he is

holy unto his God yrhtib Kin EH|3 O. Numb/

6. 8. —All the Days of his Separation he is holy

unto the Lord rwh Kin EHp 1"»t3 bl. I

(hall not trouble myself to produce any more In

stances,
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stances, but refer the Person that is not satisfied

with these to look over the Word as it stands in

Calafio, where he will soon see the Point deter-

min'd in such a Manner, as to make him at a

loss how to account for the Assertion Mr Kenni-

cott has here made. As for his Objection made

to the Singularity of £Hp, he has answer'd this

himself, as may be seen by the Passage quoted

from him in a Note, Page 8 1 .

The next Sentence, From his right Hand a

fiery Lawfor them, he says, P. 427. he does not

understand. The Meaning of it, I apprehend, is

_this. — The Law was call'd z,Law of Fire, and

was deliver'd by Jehovah surrounded with Fire,

to be to the Jews a constant Admonition to trust

in Christ. Every Transgeffion ofthis Law was to

be attended withfiery Indignation : the Wrath of

God, like a Flame, threatened to break forth, and

take Vengeance for the Violation of his Com

mands : For the Man that did them, and he on

ly, was to live by them. In this Distress therefore

they were forc'd to turn their Eyes to the only

Remedy ; — to that merciful Redeemer, who

bore for the Sins of Men the consuming Heat of.

God's Wrath, which made his Heart in the midst

of his Body like melting Wax : and who perform'd

a perfect, unerring Obedience to the Law of

God, which he imputes to all that claim it. — .

Tho' the Law then was a Law of Fire, yet in

this View it did not drive to Despair, but afford

ed true Consolation to those that liv'd under it.

The Fire did indeed descend, but it was to con

sume the Victim on the Altar, — the Lamb of

God
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God flain for the Sins of the World : From this

Sacrifice ascended the grateful Odour, which

procur'd to afflicted Mortals a Rest from Sin and

Sorrow.

The next Verse seems to have been wrong

pointed. I think, it may be thus corrected.

'Truly he loved the People, all his Saints : (then

Moses, like "Jacob of old, Gen. 49. 18. addresses

himself in the next Part of his Speech imme

diately to God :) And they are in thy Hand : They

Jit at thy Feet : They receive of thy Words. (Then

he addresses himself again to the Israelites:) He

commanded us a Law : He drew out the Inheri

tance, the Congregation of Jacob : And he became

King in Jejhurun, when the Heads of the People,

the Tribes of Israel were collected together. — The

Passage thus pointed, and thus translated, is free

from all those Difficulties with which Mr. Ken-

nicott charges it; and is, I apprehend, very re

gular and intelligible throughout the whole. I

am not sensible of any Objection that can be

made to it from the Hebrew, which is as capa

ble of the Rendring I have now given, as of

that which our Translators have adopted. I mall

therefore only remark on the last Verb of the

4th Verse tfty* ; which, tho' singular, is made to

belong to the Israelites. But when a People is

spoken of, the Verbs are either singular, or plu

ral, or frequently (as here) both. This may be

determin'd from Hos. 4. 12, 13, 15. and Judg.

1. 17. and from many other Passages.

There is something so very extraordinary in

P. 43 1 . that though J could on many Accounts

M . wish
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wish to pass it by, yet on others I am oblig'd to

take notice of it. " This Reading, says he, [viz.

" of "pa for is confirm'd by the Sam. Ver-

"fion, which has "pN2 ; which cannot sig-

" nify in Manu tua, but seems to be "pu with

" the Addition of to express the Kametz, and

"an for a V iJ^Af^ *pN2 not signify in

Manu tua !! Why, what can it signify ? Does

cy^: never occur in the Samaritan Lan

guage? Let us hear no more of the Evidence

of the Samaritan Pentateuch and Version, till

the Signification of iJ^A£5k at least is

known. For as certainly, as obviously as in

Manu tua signifies in the Latin Language, in thy

Hand; so certainly, so obviously does iJ^A^

"piO in the Samaritan signify in Manu tua ! ! ! *

.— The learned Reader will, I question not, be'

greatly surpris'd, after this, to find that the Sa

maritan Version, as well as Pentateuch, is very

freely quoted in this Work of Mr. Kennicott. —

And the pious Christian will, I'm sure, tremble

at the Thoughts of such hasty and precipitate

Conduct, when the Word of God is concern'd.

To disturb unstable Souls, by the Appearance of

learned Objections against the Integrity of the sa

cred Code, when there is no more done, than

we find in the Page before us, is trifling with

the Revelation of Jehovah in so silly and con

temptuous a Manner, as must provoke the In-

a I would recommend to Mr. Kennicott'1s Consideration the fol

lowing short Quotation out of the Samaritan Version. Exod.4. 17.

dignation
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dignation of every Hearer, and would in any o-

ther Age have met with publick Censure.

Josh. 10. 24. P. 438. "All the printed Edi-

" tions and some MSS, without any marginal

" Variation read here tf'D1?nn with an at the

" End, exactly like a Verb in Arabic; a Form

<c this which occurs in the Heb. Bible only in

t( this and one Word more. The Existence of

" this seems entirely owing to the Mistake of

"some Arabian Transcriber, who inattentively

" express'd these 2 Verbs in the Way of his own

" Language : and many Instances of this Kind

" are observable in other Places."

Here we shall be at a Loss for one principal

Part of the Proof, viz. that the Transcriber was

an Arabian. How must this be determin'd ?

And then how came all the authenticated Copies

to be taken from this one ? To be taken too by

those who knew throughly every Word of the

sacred Scriptures ? Let us not hastily determine

that the Hebrew Language will not or cannot

admit of this suffix'd tf. A very great Knowlege

of a Language is necessary, before such Things

can with any tolerable Propriety be pronounc'd :

a much greater, I imagine, than has yet fallen

to Mr. Kennicott's Lot. Who can tell but that

the suffix'd \ in Arabic might originally take it's

Rife from the like occasional Use of the K in

Hebrew ?

P. 440. Josh. 2i. 36, 37. We have nothing

to do with all that follows on this Head; for

these Verses are receiv'd by our Translators, and

M 2 are
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are taken (as they necessarily must be) into those

Hebrew Bibles which are relied on.

Jolh. 22. 34. P. 444. Mr. Kennicott would

have this Verse corrupted, because D'nbtfn mn'

occurs without Kin between the Words ; which,

he thinks, is the common Form of Expression,

and remarkable for it's Emphasis. This latter

Reason is what ought never to be mention'd:

since our low weak Notions of Empha/is, Spiri-

tednefs, with other such fancied Excellencies,

would in Time compleatly invalidate the whole

Word of God. And as for the first Argument,

because Ssjin occurs sometimes between these

Words, does it from thence follow that it always

should ? — " The printed Text of this Verse

" seems farther deficient — And the Reubenites

" and the Gadites called the Altar (Syr. The Altar

u of Witness) for it Jhall be a Witness betwixt us

" that the Lord he is the God. The Englissi Trans-

" lators have inserted the Word iy Ed (Witness)

" which is put in the Margin of Plantin's Heb*

" Bible, and is confirm'd by the Syr. Arab, and

"Vulg. Versions." The Verse, I apprehend,

should have been thus translated : and the Chil

dren of Reuben and the Children of Gad gave a

Name to the Altar ; that, (say they) it may be a

Witness betwixt us that Jehovah he is the God.

The Name was to be expressive of that ; and far

ther the Text does not inform us.

Josh. 24. 30. P. 445. " And may we not al-

" low the same, [viz. that two Letters have ex-

" chang'd their Places] in this Part of the sacred

"History, as it is universally printed ? Since it

" tells
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" tells us here, that Joshua was buried at Timnath-

"ferah in Mount Ephraim ; and yet tells us in

" Judg. 2.9. that he was buried at Timnath-heras

" in Mount Ephraim ?" Not unless Mr. Kenni-

cott can prove that there never could be a Reason

for this Change. There is a remarkable Diffe

rence in the Significations of the two Words mD

and Din ; and that which was at one Time call'd

by the former Name might, at another Time,

(if ever the Inhabitants went off to the common

Object of ancient idolatrous Worship) be call'd

by the latter.

Judg. 1. 22. "Instead of PW1 Camb. MS 1.

" has ♦Ja, which seems to be the better Read-

" ing ; because the Context is tDi fpV— ibjM

" Dn Et afcenderunt ( filii ) Jofepbi, etiam ipji."

Why ? did the House of Joseph consist of but

one Person ?

P. 446. " In Ch. 1 6. 1 8. we read — Andsix

" called for the Philistines, faying, Come up this

" once, for he hathjhewed me all his Heart— but

" according to the Text of perhaps every print-

" ed Edition (except the Complut.) it is he hath

"jhewed rh her — where *b has been affimila-

" ted to T\b just before it." 'S is inserted in the

Margin of our common Hebrew Bibles, and is

preferr'd by our Translators. — Tho' supposing

T)b to be taken, the Sense is very good and ob

vious, by only attributing (as the Words will au

thorise us to do) the Speech, in which it stands,

not to Dalilah, but to the Messengers she sent.

What follows concerning Pronouns I shall

suppose obviated above in P. 83. and proceed to

P. 449.
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P. 449. where he begins to consider Ruth 4. 4, 5.

I shall take no Notice of his Objections to a tex

tual Reading, when there is another propos'd in

the Margin, having given my Sentiments con

cerning that Matter in the Introduction, and else

where, but mall go directly to examine those In

stances, in which he wants arbitrarily to change

the present Reading. — I shall not give the ridi

culous Translation, which Mr. Kemiicott has un

fairly made, of the Passage we are upon ; but

that which we have in our English Bibles ; and

afterwards examine his Objections to it as it now

stands in the printed Hebrew.— 3. And he said

unto the Kinsman, Naomi that is come again out of

the Country of Moabfilleth a Parcel ofLand "which

was our Brother Elitnelechs. 4. And I thought to

advertise thee, saying, buy it before the Inhabitants;

and before the Elders of my People. If thou wilt

redeem it, redeem it ; but if thou wilt not redeem

it, then tell me, that I may know : for there is

none to redeem it be/ides thee, and I am after thee.

A?id he said, I will redeem it. 5. Thensaid Boaz,

what Day thou buyefl the Field of the Hand of

Naomi, thou must buy it also of Ruth the Moabitess,

the Wife of the Dead, to raise up the Name of she

Dead upon his Inheritance. The first Objection

is made P. 450. to btttf, which Mr. Kennicott

supposes should be VttJH, as the Verb ought to

be of the second Person. But what if this should

be not unfitly express'd in bttX ? If thou art

willing to redeem it, redeem it ; but if it jhall not

be redeem d tell me &c. The Pronoun, in these

Cases, is to be supplied according to the Person

spoken
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spoken of in the Context. Here we are to un-

destand by thee ; — but if it foall not be redeem'd

by thee. Which is more conformably to our I-

diom, tho' very faithfully, render'd by our Trans

lators, — but ifthou wilt not redeem it. — We are

next told that in the 5th Verse, should

be nNV But unless we have some better Proof

for this, than the mere dogmatical Assertions on

which it rests at present, the wary Christian will

not be easily induc'd -to admit the Novelty, how

ever roundly asserted. Let the Passage be a little

more exactly translated, and it can give no han

dle to any Objection : — And Boaz said, in the

Day thou buyejt the Field, thou buyejl it at the Hand

of Naomi, and of Ruth the Moabitess, to raise up

the Name ofthe Dead upon his Inheritance. Which

as clearly expresses as Words can express any

Thing, that whoever purchas'd the Field, must

purchase it on the Terms of taking his Relation's

Widow to raise up Seed to him.

It is difficult to know what Mr. Kennicott

aims at in his Observations, P. 45 1 . on 1 Sam.

10. 19. where he supposes we have i1? for kV.

Here is a Mistake ; as may be seen from a due

Consideration of the Passage, which runs thus :

Andyesaid wito him, But, or, nay set a King 0-

ver us. Samuel is speaking and telling the Peo

ple what they had said to God ; to whom they

had spoke in speaking to his Prophet. It can

not be surprising to a Christian to hear that the

Prophets acted as Jehovah's Representatives. —-

Again, in Ch. 12. 12. he would alter *b into iV,

for want of considering that the Prophet in all

these
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these Instances spoke in the Name of Jehovah.

The Criticisms on i Sam. 14. 14. P. 452. are

of a very dangerous Tendency; designing even

to introduce new Words from the Arabic into

the Hebrew Language in order to prove the ori

ginal Text corrupt. What may not be made of

the Hebrew Scriptures, if they are to be thus

commented upon ? What Fiction is there so ab

surd that they may not express ? What Doc

trines, however damnable, will not this Vague,

Antichristian Language be able to father

upon the Word of the most High ! — The pe

rilous Uncertainty, to which this Scheme would

reduce the sole Foundation of the Christian's

Hopes, must make him tremble at any Recom

mendation of so dangerous a Method of critici

sing on the sacred Scriptures : and his Fears, I

am sensible, will encrease, as his Knowlege of

the Arabic does.— Let this Criticism ofMr. Ken-

nicott be well consider'd, and it will prove all

that is here said. — There is not the least Reason

to suppose any Corruption in the original Words,

"TD5? ntTQ3 : But because the Se

venty have varied from them in their Version,

they are to be chang'd and tortur'd till they speak

the Sense of that Translation : even tho', to effect

this, the Words must first be arbitrarily corrupt

ed, and then the Signification of them borrow'd

from another Language. — Mr. Kennicott thinks,

from the many Words which are inserted in our

Version ofthis Passage, that the Translators knew

not what to make of the concluding Words.

The literal Rendring is as follows : within as it

were
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were half an Acre, of the Acre ofa Field. — The

Word ~\12£ may be prov'd to signify an Acre, . or

some Tarcel of Ground, from Is. 5. 10. It pro

perly signifies a Yoke, or Pair : and from thence

it seems to express so much Ground, as a Yoke of

Oxen would plow in a Day, or some other given

Time. The Meaning then will be this : Within

as it were half an Acre, being as much Ground as

a Yoke of Oxen would plow in a Field, in the Space

ifa Day. —From whence so much Land came

to have the Name of iiy£.

P. 455. 2 Sam. 6. 6. " Our celebrated Profes-

" for of the oriental Languages— has commu-

" nicated to me his Conjecture, that there is here

" an Omission ; since, instead of bn nW rhvPl

" p"W the original Reading more probably was

" Sn yv ntf ntV rhm" The Passage

does not appear to be such, as to authorise the

Insertion of two Words, which the Text does

not acknowlege. bit rh& seems so clearly to

express, he reach''d out to, that I question not but

the learned Professor, upon a Re-consideration

of the Place, will be indue'd to believe that the

Sense is sufficiently full and obvious, without

making any Addition whatsoever. — And what

will prevail upon this Gentleman to do it the

more readily is, the Danger to which such Li

berties seem likely to expose the Word os God.

This is a Way of removing Difficulties that, I

apprehend, is last of all to be taken. Since the

Evil that is avoided, by the Application of such

means, is infinitely less to be dreaded than those

fatal Calamities which necessarily result there

from. N The
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The Observations on 2 Sam. 7. 23, 24. and

1 Chro. 17. 21, 22. are little to be regarded; for

if, in each of these Passages, the Sub/iance of the

Prayer is given, and in the Language of Inspira

tion too, what farther have we to expect ? If

we are not satisfied with this, what Account can

possibly be given of the historical Narrations

throughout the whole sacred Scriptures ? And it

gives me great Uneasiness to fee Mr. Kennicott '

dropping unawares such Expressions, as when

carried on will entirely overthrow the Authority

of both Old and New Testament. — All that

follows, on these Passages, being only trifling

Cavils, supported by no Evidence, require no

particular Consideration.

The seeming Contrarieties between 2 Sam.

8.1, &c. and 1 Chro. 18. r, &c. I am not as yet

able sufficiently to account for. Tho' I question

not but it may hereafter be done greatly to the

Satisfaction of the Learned, without supposing

any Corruptions to have happen'd to the Passage.

What induces me to think this is the Particulari

ty of the Expressions in Samuel, Ver. 4. which

seem to promise some much better Interpretation,

than has yet been given them. All that I can

therefore do at present is, to beg of God that he

would enlighten the Minds of pious Christians,

and enable them tosee clearly and fully the won

drous Things of his Law: that those Things,

which are at present obscure, may, in God's good

Time have the Veil taken from them, and mine

forth in all their sacred Beauty ; that so the hum

ble Disciples of the Blessed Jesus may be more
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and more enamour'd of those divine Truths, the

Knowlege whereof is begun here, and compleat-

ed hereafter.

2 Sam. 22. 13, 14. P. 464. Mr. Kennicott ob

jects to the 13th and 14th Verses of the 18th

Psalm ; * where Mention is made of Hail-ftones

and Coals of Fire. His Interrogations, in P. 465.

by which he would overthrow this Reading, de

serve to be consider'd. " Were Hail-stones and

" Coals of Fire removed also ?" Why is the Verb

remov'd to be supplied ? Must that Word, of all

others, be taken, which seems least likely to be

the Word understood ? If the Verb Substantive

be supplied according to a Custom well known

to Mr. Kennicott, the Difficulty is at an End :

there were Hail-stones and Coals of Fire. To

make the whole Passage a little more clear, let

it be recollected that the Psalm gives us a De

scription of a divine Appearance in Wrath. Now

Hail-stones are mention'd in Scripture as the

constant Marks of God's Indignation. Is. 30. 30.

And the Lord Jhall cause his glorious Voice to be

heard, andJhalljhew the lighting-down of his Arm,

with the Indignation of his Anger, and with the

Flame of a devouring Fire, with Scattering, and

Tempest, and Hail-stones. Ezek. 13. 13. —

Andgreat Hail-stones in my Fury to consume

it. Thus we see the Reason why Hail-jlones are

mention'd in this Psalm.— He next asks, " and

«« how, and at whose Command did they exist."

How did they exist ! and at whose Command !

a His Objection to the 1 3th Ver. of Samuel, as defective, re

quires no Answer.

N 2 are
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are surely such Questions as never were aflt'd be

fore, when we are told that the Work, was the

Work of God, whose Word is fulfill'd by every

Part of created Nature, and among the rest, by

Fire and Hail. — I do, with Mr. Kennicott,

think the Scene describ'd in 2 Sam. 22. and Ps.

18. one of the Noblest that ever was presented

to Man in this Life* Tho' I cannot, with him,

understand it solely a of the first David. Every

Image rises far beyond the Conception of him,

who considers it as only applicable to the Son of

Jeffe; and the whole terminates in the greatest

and most interesting Event that Man can con

template, even in the Triumphant Resurrection

of Jehovah Christ : who now triumph'd over

Death and Hell : who brake the Gates of Brass,

and cut the Bars of Iron in sunder,, who, like

Sampson his Typical Earnest to antient Israel,

Judg. 15. 3. when guarded by his implacable E-

nemies, lay till Midnight, and Arose, at Mid-

a In Confirmation of what is here said, I shall produce the

Words of one of the most considerable of our modern Divines,

who is not more valuable for the distinguishing Excellencies

which appear in his Writings, than he is for all those amiable

and useful Qualifications, which can adorn the different Scenes of

social Life. " Profane Books are to be literally understood with-

"out any spiritual Meaning, and they exhibit every thing in the

" Letter that is necessary for a sufficient Understanding of them;

" but the sacred Books cannot be so understood, the Letter being

"no better than the Shell which contains the spiritual Sense, or

** inclosed Kernel : this therefore must be the first and the noblest

" Sense which a Christian will endeavour to find, as it is that

"which is chiefly, I had almost said solely, of Use to him."

Hodges's Elihu. Preliminary Discourse. P. 63. — As a farther

Proof I will subjoin the Words of my very valuable Friend, the

very ingenious and learned Mr. Watson lately Fellow "of Univer

sity College : "And indeed the sacred Psalter can be look'd up

"00
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night, and took the Doors of the Gate of the City,

and the two Posts, and went away with them, Bar

and all, and put them upon his Shoulders, and car

ried them up to the Top of an Hill that is before

Hebron : who then fulfill'd what he had before

spoken by the Mouth of his holy Prophet Ho/ea,

" O Death ! I will be thy Plagues : O Grave ! I

will be thy Destruction. For this it was that the

Earth in Fact Jhook and trembled; that the Hea

vens bow'd and became dark, to conceal the Glory

of Jehovah, when He descended, in all the awful

Terrors of divine Majesty, to strike the Com

pany of the ungodly Watch with the Consterna

tion of Death, and to raise up and re-inhabit his

former Temple, that it might shine forth in the

Assembly of the first-born, the City of the new

Jerusalem, where the Lord God Almighty, and the

Lamb are it's Temple.

2 Sam. 23. 4. P. 468. Mr. Kennicott wants to

insert, from a MS, the Word niiT before t^OtT,

"on as nothing less than a rich Store-house of Christian Know-

" lege. Upon whatever Occasion any of these divine Hymns

"were compos'd, the inspired Author uses That only as a Chan-

"nel to convey some great and important Truth concerning the

" latter Times ; the literal Sense is only a Clothing to the Spiri-

" tual ; the various Wonders and mighty Deliverances therein

"recorded, the Sufferings and Actions therein described, being

"all Typical of far greater Wonders to be accomplish^, mightier

" Deliverances to be wrought, infinitely superior Sufferings to be

" sustained, infinitely superior Actions to be perform'd — even

" the wonderful Scheme of Man's Redemption, his Deliverance

" from Death and Hell, the Sufferings and Actions of the Son

"of God: to him every Page relates, has it's full Completion

" in him." Christ the Light of the World. A Sermon preach'd,

before the University of Oxford, by George Watson

M. A. Fellow of University College.

a Ch. 13. Ver. 14.

to
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to prove that the Sun here spoken of is Christ.

But as the Subject of this divine Hymn may be

fhew'd, by many and various Arguments, to be

the spiritual Sun of Righteousness, the Point is

determin'd by our present Copies ; without hav

ing Recourse to the inconclusive and unauthoris'd

Proof, drawn from the different Reading of a

rejected MS.

2 Sam. 24. 13. P. 472. "We have here, de-

*c liver'd by the Prophet Gad, a most solemn

" Message ; David is commanded to choose one

" of the 3 following Judgments — 7 Tears Fa-

" mine — 3 Months Flight before the Enemy—

" or 3 Days Pestilence. But in 1 Chron._2i. 12.

<{ the Proposal runs more regularly, (not 7 but)

" 3 Years, 3 Months, or 3 Days. Can there be

"•any Doubt of a Mistake here ? Did the Pro-

"phet Gad deliver this Message twice'? If only

*< once, did he propose both 7 and 3 Years of Fa-

" mine ? . If 3 Years, the Number 7 is wrong ;

" and if 7 Years the Number 3 is wrong : com-

" mon Sense seems fully sufficient to determine

" such a Point as this is." A little lower Mr.

Kennicott insults poor Buxtorf on account of his

pious Reverence for the holy Scriptures. This

learned Man unwilling to suppose Corruptions in

the Bible, chose rather to impute any Difficul

ties, that occur'd, to the Defect of his own Un

derstanding, than to the sacred Text : leaving

us thereby an Example much to be imitated.

But this Conduct, however laudable, now only

exposes him to low Contempt, and filly unmean

ing Ridicule. Whereby we all are taught what

Treat
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Treatment to expect, if we arise to vindicate our

Master's Word from the Objector's Cavils. But

let this happen as it may ; the Work must, and

will be done, till that Time when Zeal (hall be so

far extinguifh'd, that the Son ofManjhallscarcely

find Faith upon the Earth. It will little influence

the honest Christian to reflect that his Name will

be blacken'd, his Labours ridicul'd, and his Cha

racter aspers'd; when he. has the well-grounded

Assurance of the Approbation of Jehovah ; who

will hereafter, in the Presence of all his insult

ing Opposers, at the great Tribunal of Heaven

and Earth, declare himself well pleas'd with the

Exercise of those Abilities with which his Ser

vant had been entrusted ; and will honour him,

in the Presence of Men and Angels, with a

Crown of celestial Glory that fadeth not away.

Tho' Mr. Kennicott has kept back an Inter

pretation, which seems to me to remove the Dif

ficulties of this Paflage ; yet I shall beg leave to

propose it. And let him not be surpriz'd, if it

should be said, after the despis'd Buxtorj\ that

the two Accounts, as they now stand, may both

be right., and express the same Thing. To lee

this let it be remember'd that this was now the

4th Year since a Famine had commenc'd on an

other Account, mention'd 2 Sam. 21. 1. The

Narration as given in 2 Sam. 24. refers to this j

and represents the Prophet asking David whe

ther he would chuse 3 Years more of Famine ;

which, added to the other four would be 7 Years ;

or whether he would chuse one of the other Vi

sitations then propos'd to him. So that the only

. ; Diffe
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Difference, between the Account in Chronicles,

and that in Samuel, is that the latter takes No

tice of the Famine, under which they then la

bour'd, and the former omits it: but the Time

specified for the Continuance of the national Af

fliction is, in each Place, the same. An Instance

similar to what we find in the Evangelists ;

where St. Matthew says, Ch. 17. that after six

Days from such a Time the three favourite A-

postles were admitted to behold the Glory of

their Master ; tho' St. Luke says, Ch. 9. that it

was about eight Days from that same Time.

The latter taking into the Account, that Day in

which our Lord made the Promise, and that on

which he fulfill'd it : while in the other Regard

is had to the intermediate Days only.

1 Kings 10. 11. P. 475. "Mention is here

,c made of D^O^M almug Tree ; but in 2 Chro.

«< 9. 10, these same Trees are call'd algum Trees

"D'aijbtf by a Transposition of the Letters J

" and 0 ; for I suppose it will hardly be said,

«c that these Trees were both Almug and Algum''

Tho' this may not be said, yet I apprehend, we

may fairly pronounce of different Trees, sent by

Hiram to Solomon, that the one might be an Al

mug, and the other an Algum. Especially when

we recollect that the Almug Trees of the Book

of Kings, and the Algum Trees of Chronicles

were put to some very different Uses.

• P. 476. " Can we think, that Moses in Ver.

v 26. of Exod. 22. writ nobt^, and in the very

" next Verse, nbcty as the Words are now

" printed ?" Most assuredly we can. Nay we

can
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can think. nothing else, as far as I am able to

judge. What Evidence can we possibly have for

the Existence of any one Word in the Hebrew

Language, which we have not for ntil® ? It

occurs according to Mr. Kennicott himself 16

times, and yet notwithstanding all this (unsupr

ported by every Shadow of Proof) he capri

ciously pronounces that na^f is no Word. As

I know of no Method of convincing Mr. Kenni

cott in this Cafe (since he has shew'd, in his Ob

servations on the Phrase niKilf miT, that he

does not take his Notions of dead Languages

from Books) and as I suppose nobody besides

will want to have any thing observ'd on this

Subject, I shall pass. over to his next Objection

which has not been already obviated, and that

appears to me to have any Weight in it.

1 Chron. \, 36. P. 482. " This Verse is print-

" ed— The Sons of Eliphaz ; Teman, and Omar,

" Zephi, and Gatam, Kenaz, and Timnah, and

{c Amalek. But Timnah was the Concubine (not

" the Son) of Eliphaz, and the Mother (not the

" Brother) ofAmalek ; and Eliphaz had only six

" Sons; (see Gen. 36. 11, 12. and Pag. 376 :) so

t( that there must be a Mistake here." Timnah

might be (and it appears, was) the Concubine of

Eliphaz; and yet another Timnah born of her

might be (and it appears, was) his Son: by

which means one Timnah would be the Mother,

and another the Brother of Amalek. We have

before seert, in two Instances, P. 69. that the

fame Name was given to a Man and a Woman.

• As for the Proof that Eliphaz had only Jix

. •-• ' O Sons.
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Sons, it is by no means sufficient. Six only are

mention'd Gen. 36. 11, 12. but it does not from

thence follow, that he never had any more than

what are there recorded. If we will make a

proper Use of the Scripture Accounts of Things*

we must lay all the Narrations of the same Fact

together : and not from any Part, but from the

whole, must form our Judgment of the Matter.

The Reasons, why all the Circumstances are not

given by any one of the infpir'd Penmen, but

found dispers'd in several, and are by us to be laid

—
-*? *

of the Fact, are known to that All-wise Being,

from whom proceeded the gracious Truths de-

liver'd in the sacred Code. And tho' we dare

not hastily assign the Cause of the divine Proceed*

ings in this, or any other Case, yet the Fact is

certain, and can be unknown to no carefuL

Reader of the holy Scriptures.* We are not

then immediately to pronounce that Eliphaz had

only fix Sons, because we find only six mention'd

in Gen. 36. 11, 12. but we must examine into

a The Instance of the Woman that anointed our Saviour's

Person, a little before his Crucifixion, may be given as an Ex

ample of this Kind. The Fact is recorded by three of the Evan

gelists. — St. Matthew mentions the Pouring of the Ointment up

on his Head — St. Mark the kind of Ointment made use of, and

the breaking of the Box — St. John the Savour of it, which per-

fum'd the whole House. The Account of this wonderful Trans

action, which was so great and remarkable, that our Lord pro

phetically promis'd that wherever the Gospel was preach'd, thii

also should be made known as a profitable Subject for the Medi

tation of Christians, is not compleat but in the Accounts of tfte

three Evangelists. — And as in the present, so in every other In

stance, all the Accounts must be laid together, and only from this

 

View are we to pronounce Sentence concerning
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the other Parts of Scripture, and see whether

there is no Addition made to their Number in

any other Paifage. For if there is, the Account

in this Place is partial, and not design'd to give

us a compleat Narration. What we find here is

not given to exclude what we meet with else

where ; since it is not said that these only were his

Sons.

iChron. 2. 18, P. 482. " Here we read shy)

(<nvi' nio nm nmry na TVin \rwn p

" — render'd by the English Translators —And

" Caleb, the Son of Hezron, begat Children of

ec Azubah his Wife and of Jerioth. But, omit-

" ting the Words inserted in a different Charac-

" ter, it will be —And Caleb begat Azubah Wife

" and Jerioth (" There is no Necessity for ma

king the Words ridiculous by thus translating

them, since they must, for many Reasons be

render'd in the following Manner : —And Caleb,

the Son of Hezron, had Children by Azubah his

Wife and by Jerioth. The Rendring here given

to riH, Mr. Kennicott himself espouses on the

Authority ofNoldius: and his Objection to TblHj

which arises from the Want of a Noun after it,

may be remov'd by the like Use of the Word in

Gen. 5. 3. iDty ntt Nnpn ib'wd moti ibri

j—\&. — So that this Passage wants not the least

Alteration, but is as clear and full as the Idiom

of the Language requires. And this may be far

ther seen from the Absurdity which would fol

low from the Alteration propos'd by Mr. Kenni

cott. For he makes Jerioth the Son of Azubah,

tho' the next Words begin to enumerate her

O 2 Sons
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Sons in a very remarkable Manner; And these

are her Sons, Jejher, and Shobab, and Ardon,

iChron.4. 3. P. 483. "And These are the

" Father of Etam, Jezreel and IJhma and Id-

" bajh. This is the true Version of the printed

" Hebrew ; and if Words ever wanted Sense,

" they do so here. Doubtless instead of Pa-

" ter, .the original MS had 'J2 Filii; agreeably

" to all the antient Versions." This Passage

ought, I apprehend, to have been thus render'd

by Mr. Kennicott ; And these were of their Fa

ther E'am; "Jezreel, &c. Which rendring the

Hebrew Language authorises by many parallel

Instances, where the 0 is omitted in similar Cir

cumstances, as he himself allows P. 201. —

The Objection made to 2Chron. n. 18, because

we there find p instead of rD, is, I think, some

what disingenuous ; since tho' p is the textual,

yet rQ is the marginal Reading, and I suppose,

universally preferr'd, as well as it is by our

Translators. Neither this Nonsense therefore, nor

any other, is ascrib'd to Ezra. For even Leusden

who might seem willing to retain the Reading

in the Text, yet did not do it, without suppo

sing p, like many Words in other Languages,

to have a Masculine and Feminine Signification.

1 Chron. 6. 57. P. 483. And to the Sons of

Aaron they gave the Cities of Judah, namely,

Hebron a City of Refuge. " But such a Licence

" to insert Words at Pleasure cannot be allow-

" able." This Expression, I imagine, the Read

er would not have expected from the Mouth of

Mr. Kennicott, who has taken such surprising

Free
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Freedoms with the Word of God, by changing,

inserting, and taking away, merely as Fancy and

Humour directed. — The Insertion is so very

easy, and the Hebrew Words seem so naturally

to convey the Sentiment which appears in our

Translation, that I see not how any Objection can

be made to it. Literally the Words run : And

to the Sons ofAaron they gave Cities of Judah ; the

Asylum Hebron, and Libnah, &c. —With what

Propriety can Mr. Kennicott argue for the taking

away of the Word Judah, when the Cities here

spoken of are known to have been Cities belong

ing to that Tribe ?

2 Chron. 36. 22, 23. P. 491. "This Book of

lc Chronicles is extreamly valuable." How ? ex-

treamly valuable ? Is it not the Word of God ?

What can be the meaning then of extreamly va

luable ? It contains, if Men know how to use it,

such Wisdom and Instruction, as can come on

ly from him, in whom are hid all the Treasures of

Wisdom and Knowlege. To talk then of the sa

cred Scriptures, as extreamly valuable, is infi

nitely beneath Mr. Kennicott, and fit only for

them who call themfine Pieces ofAntiquity<> and

the Productions of warm, enthufiajlick Heads, * in-

a " If this would be the Case with respect to the Generality

" of the World, no Wonder if their Progress was more remark-

"able among a People of warm enthusiastick Heads.

" Such were the Jews, and to this Complexion may we ascribe

" it, That even crown'd Heads themselves disdain'd not, with

" the severer Cares of Government, sometimes to intermix the

" Reliefs of Poetry. But then what in another Country perhaps

"had spent itself in a ludicrous Ode or Sonnet, a Palloral or E-

" pick Poem, in a People of this Bent and Genius, exerted itself

"in the Devotional Strain." Thus is thy Word, Blessed God !

insulted
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stead of the all-wise, all-gracious Dictates of that

Being, whose Voice shaketh Heaven and Earth ;

to each of whose Words must be prefix'd this

awful Admonition ; Hear O Heavens ! and give

ear O Earth ! for the Lord hath spoken !

P. 492. " But as only Part of it [the Decree

" of Cyrus] is thus imperfectly subjoin'd to Chro-

" nicies, perhaps it may be pardonable to con-

" fess a Suspicion — that these 2 loft Verses of

"Chronicles have been added improperly." We

ought to have no Suspicion at all in this Case ;

nor do I think any can be pardonable. It can

not surely be deem'd improper or unseasonable,

when the People of God, those whom his own

Right Hand protected, are represented as going

into a long and grievous Captivity, briefly to in

timate to us that God hath not forgotten them ;

but, that in his own good Time, when his Great

Designs are ready to be accomplish'd, he inter-

insulted by that Compound of Ignorance and Pride, for whose

Salvation it was given : Thus are those Divine Truths, reveal'd

in infinite Mercy from Heaven to exalt and spiritualize the Soul

of Man, most audacioufly blasphem'd, and attributed to the Warmth

and Enthusiasm of the People to whom they were given : It is

calfd a Condescension in David and Solomon (who did not disdain

the Employ) to deliver the Psalms and Proverbs, those prophetic

Descriptions of Man's glorious Redemption : In short, the whole

Word of God is made the mere Word of ignorant, hot-headed

Men; and the Source of all our Knowlege, of all our Hap

piness is, according to this confus'd Author, reduc'd to the

ving Sallies of a wanton, over-heated Imagination. —The Read

er, that has an Inclination to see from whence the above Quota

tion is taken, may find it in a scandalous, anonymous Pamphlet,

entituled, A Specimen of a new Translation of the

Book of Psalms,. publisiYd about twenty Years since. Where

may be seen much more of the same unscriptural, unchristian

Cast, than I have either Time or Inclination to transcribe.
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poses again, and commands the Prince to release

his Vassals ; that they may return to the Land of

their Fathers, and worship Jehovah again on the

holy Mount, with that prophetic Service which

himself had appointed to continue, till the Sub

stance of every legal Type appear'd, — till Jeho

vah was manifested in the Flesh tofulfill the Law

and the Prophets. — This therefore is here inti

mated, and in the two following Books more

fully and circumstantially related.

Mr. Kennicott P. 499. &c. objects to the well-

known Passage Ps. 22. 17. 'bm H* HiO. This

Word Dr. Pocock supposes to be a Partici

ple plural, from the Verb signifying per-

fodit, with the D omitted. " But as the Omis-

" sion of the D is very irregular, and never pro-

" per but before a suffix'd Pronoun or in Con-

" struct — there seems to be but little Doubt

** that this Word was originally yo or with

** an inserted to express the Kametz." The

Difficulty which Mr. Kennicott observes will pro

ceed from the Omission of the D, if ntfD be

consider'd, according to Dr. Pocock's Account of

it, as a Participle, is easily remov'd, by looking

into the following Passages, selected out of ma

ny, where the same Form occurs. Psal. 35. 4.

wpm — 'iin *aiwi lo^ii usra*. Psal.

24. 6. Y3£) 'typ2D. These Instances must clear

this Expression from the Imputation of an irre

gular Singularity. The literal Rendring of the

whole Verse is as follows : For Dogs, the Com

pany of wicked Men, have surrounded me: The

Piercers of my Hands and FeetJland about me. —

I would
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I would refer, as appears from this Translation

a little varied from the receiv'd Version,

D^jnO, the Company of wicked Men, to the first

Verb 'J"D1D havesurrounded me, and make them

explicatory of the Word D'26d, Dogs. —The

Passage, view'd in this Light, will, I apprehend,

be clear and intelligible, and free from the pre

sent or any other Objections.

: P. 501. " Psal. 25. 17. In this alphabetical

" Psalm the Verse beginning with the Letter p

is now omitted." This Observation on the 25th

Psalm seems to me to be an Idle, Rabbinical

Story, founded on a few trifling Remarks, and

not supported by the Psalm itself. — For there

can properly be no such Division, that a Verse

shall begin with the Letter — There is no

Verse which begins with T or p. There are two

that begin with -*i ; and the concluding one be

gins with fl. — These Reasons, I think, are a-

bundantly sufficient to overturn this idle Con

ceit ; with which drops Mr. Kenmcott's Argu

ment for a Verse containing nobody knows what.

What follows on Ps. 59. a cautious Reader

may perhaps set aside, by supposing that Mr.

Kennicott may possibly err in pronouncing what

the Hebrew Language will bear, and what it will

not. I am prevail'd upon to think this may be

the Case, when I recollect how positive Mr.Ken-

nicott has been in some of his Affirmations, where

nothing, but a very happy Self-complacency up

on all Occasions, could have indue'd him to have

pronoune'd on either side.

The
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The dangerous Liberty of altering Psalm 68.

9. by Judges 5. 4, 5. which is assum'd P. 502.

&c. has already in effect been animadverted up

on, on other Occasions. — WD nf That Sinai is

to be consider'd as coming before the Verb vp}

dropp'd, which is the Verb immediately prece

ding : and the Preposition 'JflD accordingly fol

lows TD, in the same manner as it does D'OKV

which is the Nominative Case to the Verb lfiJM*

And moreover this Verb is applied to Moun

tains ; Joel 3.18. Amos 9. 13. — The conclud

ing Observations on this Subject have all been

consider'd before ; except his Objections to the

Phrase htmtft *rhx D'nbtt 'JDD before God, the

God ofIsrael. On what he founds his Objections

here, I know not. For it is clear that other

Nations had their D'nVtt, Gods ; but the God

that did this, was he that had covenanted by an

Oath to redeem from Death and Destruction his

Servant Israel.

The Objections to the Singular and Plural

Verbs found in Ps. 79. 7. have been answer'd P.

26. and in other Places. — I shall only take no

tice of one Thing farther in this Paragraph, be

ing too remarkable to be wholly pass'd by. P.

503. " and as to the 4th and greatest Variation,

" the Addition of 2 Verbs in Jeremiah ( neither

" of which are in the Psalm, or neceflary to the

"Sense;) perhaps they are both. added by

" Transcribers. But most probably, lnb^l is a.

" true and original Word." The Reader,

I question not, will chuse to make his own Re

flections upon this Occasion.

P Prov.
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Prov. 10. 10.

ifc, f&tf ivinketh with the Eye, causeth Sorrow ;

but a prating FoolJhallfall.

" The Proverbs of Solomon are known to con-

" fist of two Hemisticks, the second of which

" strengthens and illustrates the first, either by

" displaying the contrary Effect of a contrary

" Cause, or by another Maxim of the same kind

" and similar Nature. But what Contrariety or

" Connexion is there between the two preceding

" Hemisticks ?" There seems to me to be a very

great Connexion between them: as both in the

latter, and former Part of the Verse, we have

the Description of a blameable and faulty Cha

racter : of them, who, either by Words or Ac

tions, encourage those they converse with to pro*

ceed in the Ways of Sin. — For which Reason

the Particle l, render'd hut, ought to have been

render'd and: since there is no Contrariety, but

as the one is, so is the other.

Prov. ii. 1 6. A gracious Woman retaineth Ho

nour, andstrong Men retain Riches. cthe gracious

Woman here spoken of, according to antient In

terpreters, is the Church; who retaineth TQD

Christ, the Glory of the Father : with which she

is afterwards to be fully invested : for slie begins

in this Life to put on the Lord Jesus Christ. And

strong Men retain Riches. Those that are strong

in the Faith make a due Use of the Riches of

Grace in this Life ; and hereafter enter upon the

«temal Possession of Glory in the next.

Pro\t.
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Prov. 19. 1. Better is a poor Man that walketh

in his Integrity, than he that is preverse in his Lips

and is a Fool. " An Antithesis is here evidently

" intended ; but is there ( in Reality ) the least

" Antithesis between a poor Man and a Fool 's'

There is the greatest Antithesis in the Represen

tation \ and the greatest Distance between them

infac7, that can be conceiv'd. Let Abraham de

termine this Point : Between us andyou there is a

great Gulph fixed: so that they who would pass

from hence to you, cannot ; neither can they pass to

us, that would come from thence. Luke 16. 26.

For the Patriarch is introduc'd talking of the

poor Man and the Fool, which are the Subject of

this Proverb. But to see the whole of it in it's

perfect Beauty, we must consider it a little more

minutely. —The poor Man of the Scriptures then

is he to whom is promis'd the glorious Blessing

of an Inheritance in the Kingdom of Heaven. ■

It is he who hath that Disposition which alone

can qualify a Man for this Possession either in

it's Infancy of Grace ; or in it's full Maturity of

Glory. It is he that bringeth every 'Thought into

Captivity to the Obedience of Chriji, and who sub

jects himself to the Contempt and Ridicule of a

perverse Generation, for esteeming as Nothing

the Opinions of Men, however admird, if they

in the least pollute those Streams which flow

- from the sacred Fountain of Wisdom and Know-

lege. This is the poor Man, the humble Christian,

of whom so much is said in the sacred Scrip-

a Mat. 3. Blejfed are the poor in Spirit: for theirs is the

Kingdom of Heaven.

* '" ' P 2 tures,
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tures, especially in the Psalms. — That walketb

in his Integrity. The Integrity of fallen Man is

not a sinless Obedience ; but it is such as is ap

pointed for Man in his present Circumstances.

An Integrity not his own, but deriv'd from an

other ; even from the Spotless Purity of Christ.

-—It consists in a ready and unlimited Com

pliance with all the instituted Means of Grace ;

by which the Pollutions of our Nature are at

first remov'd, it's Weakness afterwards assisted,

and all it's Corruptions at last wholly taken a-

way. This the Christian acknowleges is the un

merited Favour of God, bestow'd upon him on

the Application of certain Rites, which are meant

to shew him his own Depravity, with the means

of removing it. To these therefore the Believer

has constantly had Recourse in every Age ; and

has with a lively Faith perform'd the Rites com

manded, whether they have respected a future

Atonement, or a Satisfaction already made. —

Than he that is perverse in his Lips and is a Fool.

This Perverjeness and Folly is the constant Cha

racteristic of Unbelievers. They will not give

up their own crude Notions, tho' subversive of

the whole Scheme of Redemption. They a can

not see the Propriety of God's annexing to the

baptismal Water the Power of washing away

Sins; or of his supporting and animating the

Soul by the Eucharistic Bread and Wine. Thus

does the foolish, sceptical Infidel trifle himself

a The natural Man receiveth not the Things of the Spirit of

Qod: for they are Foolishness unto him ; neither can he know them,

because they are spiritually discerned. I Cor. z. J4.

out
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out of his own Salvation, and die thro' the per

verse Imaginations of his own Heart. — Better

therefore, far better is the humble and lowly

Christian who obtains Salvation by the only Me

thod whereby Man can possibly obtain it, than

he that by his perverse Folly will not be sav'd,

because he cannot arrive at Salvation in his own

Way. — If the Proverbs are to be mangled in

every Place, where a cursory Reader does not

understand them, we shall soon have but little

remaining of the present Collection ; the whole

being, if possible, less understood than most o-

ther Parts of Scripture. It is the Part of a wise

Man, a good Christian, to under/land both the

Proverb and it's Interpretation : which are mani

festly consider'd as distinct Things. 1 The first,

or literal Sense, being only the Ground-work, on

which we are to raise the spiritual Superstruc

ture.

Is. 37. 18. P. 510. " The true English of this

Verse, as printed, is — " Truly, O Jehovah the

" Kings of Assyria have laid noajle all the

" LANDS AND THEIR LAND. Can We doubt

"of a Mistake here?" most assuredly we can.

It can never be deem'd barely lawful, much less

ingenuous, to translate a Passage awkardly and

improperly, and then to infer from thence the

Corruption of the Original. Though, I am very

sorry to say it, this has more than once been the

Case with Mr. Kennicott. — Whoever would

translate this Passage, without being Guilty of

any mean Evasions, or trifling Puerilities, must

a Prov. 1. 6. To understand a Treverb, and the Interpretation*

do
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do it in the following Manner : Truly, O Jeho

vah, the Kings of Assyria have laid waste all

Countries and their Lands : they did not only

depopulate the Country, making one universal

Carnage, but they also exercised their Cruelty on

the Fruits of the Field.— That ptt does signify

the Inhabitants of a Country, as well as the hand

itself, appears from the two following Passages ;

which being sufficient to determine the Point,

and to stop the Mouths of Cavillers, I shall

not trouble the honest Reader with more. Gen.

41. 5.5. And when all the Land ptf of E-

gypt was famished. Ver. 57. And all Coun

tries pNH came into Egypt to Josephfor to

buy Corn, If Mr. Kennicott mould chuse to trans

late these Passages, in the Manner he has done,

Is. 37. 1 8. here would be a pretty Subject for him

to exercise his Humour upon ; as he might with

ludicrous Ingenuity represent Fields with naked

Trees, and Houses with their meagre Inhabi

tants marching into Egypt to traffick for Corn.

Is. 61. r. P. 510. " Will any one say, that the

" Words Jehovah and Adonai were both origi-

ft nally in this Verse ?" Yes : with the good Leave

of Mr. Kennicott I will say it. And why should

I not ? does m!T Jehovah, signify the same with

'UK Lord ? If it does not, why may they not

both be there? — And as for the Passage as it

stands in St. Luke, even a superficial Reader

must know the satisfactory Answers which

learned Men have given upon that, and the like

Occasions.

In
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In P. 510, 511. Mr. Kennicott pleads for the

Change of nifT into Q'iTVn. " In Gen. 22. 14.

"we read "irQ DW *1BW PltTV PTHT

" PttTY mn' —And Abraham called the Name

" of that Place Jevovah Jireh, because he had

"said that Day, on the Mount, Jehovah Jireh

" i. e. Jehovah will provide. But, in Ver. 8, we

" are told at present, that Abraham had said

" Elohim Jireh i. e. God will provide.". The

Aleim of Abraham did provide, as the Patriarch

had prophetically spoken in the 8th Verse ; but

the Aleim ofAbraham were, and were call'd Je

hovah, in Opposition to the Aleim of other Na

tions. So that this Objection is of no Force;

unless Mr. Kennicott can prove that the Aleim of

Abraham were not Jehovah.

P. 5 1 2. *c In Ch. 10. 7. [ofJeremiah] we read

" — among all the wise (Men) of the Nations and

" in all their Kingdoms. The Phrase Kingdoms of

" the wise is, perhaps, improper." Here is again

a Misrepresentation ; undesign'd, I hope. For

the Words,—among all the wise Men of the Na

tions, even in all their Kingdoms there is none like

unto thee, are surely intelligible and proper. 'Their

is not to be referr'd to wise Men but to the Na

tions, Heathens : And in all the Kingdoms there is

none like unto thee Jehovah !

P. 513. "Jer.31.38. The Word OWH venien-

"tes,which has been ignorantlyexcluded theText,

" and banish'd to the Margin ofthe later Heb.MSS

"and printed Bibles (to the no small Surprize of

"every sensible Reader, and in Contradiction to

"all the ancient Versions) is found regularly in

" the
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" the Text of MS 2, and in Camb. 1, 2." The

Participle D'lO having been inserted in the Mar

gin, aud receiv'd by our Translators and most

others, I have in Effect declar'd my Sentiments

on this Subject heretofore. — But even suppo

sing it not to be there, I see no great Reason for

Mr. Kennicott's passionate Reflections : since, if

the Passage was thus translated, it might not per

haps be so defective as he apprehends : — Behold

the Days! faith "Jehovah, when the City Jhall be

built.

P. 513. " This Corruption reminds one of a

" Corruption of the same Word, that is much

" more material. Every Man has felt the Force

" of that Exclamation of St. Paul— O Deaths

" where is thy Sting ? 0 Grave, where is thy Vic—

" tory? But if we refer to Hosea 13. 14. from

" whence the Apostle cited these affecting Words,

" we find them greatly varied by the Corruption

" of this Word ;—pit ubi, which by Transposi-

" tion is twice become 'HN ero." In Hosea it is,

and the Context determines it should be 'p!tf ero,

O Death I will be thy Plagues ; for the Speaker

is God, the King of Israel ; who had of old de-

liver'd his People from many and grievous Ene

mies, but was hereafter to do that, of which

these were only Types and Earnests ; that is, He-

was to be the Plagues of Death, and the Destruc

tion of the Grave. Here the Speaker being God,

we see a Reason for the Expression as it stands

in Hosea : but when the Holy Ghost applies it,

as he is pleas'd to do in the Epistle to the Corin

thians, to the Triumph of the Church, They

cannot
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cannot say, 0 Death I will be thy Plague ; be

cause it was Christ that conquer'd, and bestow'd

the Benefits of his Victory on the Faithful. To

adapt this therefore to the latter Case, the Holy

Ghost is pleas'd to change the Expression, and

to put it into the Mouths of the Triumphant

Saints. — And it is worth remarking, in Con

firmation of what has been now observ'd, that

the Words immediately preceding these are also

chang'd and adapted to the Church. Death is

swallow'd up in ViStory :' for as these Words stand

in Isaiah 25. 8. they run thus, He willswallow

up Death in ViStory.

By the new-coin'd Pronoun UN Jer. 42. 6. P.

514. I suppose Mr. Kennicott means the old Pro

noun, which but rarely occurs, if it is found at

all except in this Place. It is corrected in the

Margin, tho' I fee not why this Contraction of

the Pronoun "OrUK may not as well be allow'd

as um.

The Correction Mr. Kennicott proposes to be

made Jer. 51. 3. is in the Margin of our Bibles ;

tho' our Translators have given the Passage such

a Turn, as not to reject any of the Words. —

His next Instance of 1 Chron. 24. 6. where fntf

occurs twice together, instead (as he supposes) of

intt "inN, seems to me to be a common Idiom

of the Hebrew Language ; not unlike what we

have in Numb. 7. 1 1 . jsPBtf Qvb lltK KW)

tDVb "lilK, rightly render'd by our Translators,

Each Prince on his Day ; and in Is. 26. 3. 'Thou

•wilt keep him in perfeSt Peace Dlbtt> DI^C whose

Mind isJlayed on thee j and in 1 Chron. 9.32. and

seven
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seven times in i Chron. 28. 14—17. and in ma

ny other Places we find the like.

P. 515. Jer. 50. 11. "In this Verse we have

" 4 Mistakes of the same kind, (some of them

" probably by Assimilation) 4 Verbs ending with

" ' instead of "j." Which are all corrected in the

Margin.

Ezek. 16. 13. " Here and ♦n,?3K have a

*{ this Chapter." The ', so frequently found at

the End of Verbs in this Chapter, and some o-

thers, seems not so have been a Corruption, but

to have some use which Grammarians have not

yet pointed out. The unnecessary Insertion of it

cannot be accounted for, tho' the Omiffion of it

by some Transcribers may ; as they might, with

Mr. Kennicott, think the Words more regular

without it.

Hosea 6. 4, 5. O Ephraim, whatfiall I do un

to thee ? O Judah', whatJhall I do unto thee ? For

your Goodness is as a morning Cloud,, and as the

early Dew, it goeth away. Therefore have I hew'd

them by the Prophets, I have slain them by the

Words ofmy Mouth, and thy Judgments are as the

Light that goethforth.

" NT TIN ytoBWU) &judicia tua lux egredietur.

** That these Words are greatly irregular, fuf-

" ficiently appears from their having been very

*' perplexing to Dr. Pocock in his Comment on

" this Prophet ; and I believe, few Readers re-

" ceive Satisfaction from his long and labour'd

« Explanation. I shall therefore conclude the

" present Extract with this Correction. ♦Dfltt'DI

♦ improperly, as have
 

other Words in

« Th*
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" The true English Version therefore is —

" And my "JudgmentJhall goforth as the Light."

Mr. Kennicott is greatly mistaken when he thinks

that these Words were very perplexing to Dr.

Pocock. That Learned Commentator indeed

gives the various Comments of Jews and Chris

tians on this Passage; not from any Perplexity

or Doubt which to chuse, for he first of all

gives the Preference to one above the others;

but to be consistent with his Plan, which was to

enumerate the various Interpretations of learned

Men on every Verse. — The Meaning of the

Passage is, I apprehend, as follows : After God

had declar'd the Obstinacy of Ephraim and Ju-

dah, and the transient Effects of their Repent

ance ; He tells them that for this Reason he was

constantly forming and reducing them to Order

by his Servants the Prophets, and that their

Judgments, which God sent upon them, were a

Light going forth from God, the inexhaustible

Fountain of Light, to point out to them, and

bring them back from the Error of their Ways

into the Way of Peace and Life.

Thus have 1 gone thro' the whole of Mr. Ken-

nicotfs Work without designedly omitting to

enquire into any one difficult Passage, produced

by him in Favour of Corruptions, crept into

the Printed Hebrew Text.

If enough has been said to prove the Work

premature and hasty, and to account rationally

and satisfactorily for some Things which at first

Sight may appear difficult, I shall be well satis-

Qjs sied.
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fied, and think myself amply rewarded for all

the Trouble I have undergone upon this Occa

sion. For great Trouble it is to fee a Christian

Brother, a Fellow-Labourer in the Lord's Vine

yard, hastily and rashly object in fublick to those

Things, which, had they been canvass'd by pro

per Judges, would have appear'd regular and

beautiful. How cautious, in these unhappy Days

of supine Remissness and Degeneracy, should e-

very Christian be, in taking heed to his Steps, that

he offend not, in this Manner, with his Tongue !

How may these Cavils hereafter be dealt forth

to the great Trouble of the Learned, and to the

great Confusion of the unlearned Minister ? We

all know by fatal Experience that a silly, - mis

stated Objection will avail with the unlearned,

or unstable, even after the clearest and most sa

tisfactory Answer has been return'd. —And far

ther, how dreadful would the Consequence be,

should the Scheme, Mr. Kennicott contends for,

take place. I mean should there be a new Trans

lation of the Bible made from the Hebrew Text,

after it has been corrupted in the Manner we

have now seen. Should the Legislature ever de

liberate about this, (which God in his infinite

Mercy and paternal Pity to this our Land for

bid ! ) what anxious Grief of Heart would the

pious Christian feel during that gloomy Season,

when the Wrath of God would hang over our

Heads, and threaten us with instant unavoid

able Vengeance ! But I trust that God will hear

the Cries of the Inhabitants of this Land, who

with united Voices daily prostrate themselves at
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the Throne of Grace, and beg that he who has

given Wisdom to this venerable Council, would

also move them to employ it for the Support of

Christ's Kingdom, by directing and prospering

all their Consultations to the Advancement of his

Glory, the Good of his Church, — that so by their

Endeavours—Religion and Piety may be establish'd

among usfor all Generations.

We have seen, from what Mr. Kennicott has

done, the miserable Consequences that would foU

low from a Permission of such a Liberty as this.

No Man could then refer to his Neighbour's Bi

ble ; nor would the Word of God ever give the

same Commands to any two Individuals. More

over, what was tacitly allow'd to be the authen

tic Revelation of Heaven to day might, when it

was found inconvenient to retain it, be rejected

as the Insertion of some bold or careless Tran

scriber. And farther, whatever Difficulty was

owing to the small Proficiency of the Reader in

sacred Knowlege, this would be charg'd on the

Scripture itself; which must therefore be pro-

nounc'd unintelligible and corrupt as it stands at

present, and must be alter'd as every one should

judge proper. This Mr. Kennicost's Conduct ob

liges me to think would be the Case. For how

many, and how very considerable too, are the

Alterations which he has introduced ? What

ever Difficulty a cursory Reading suggested, this

was immediately pronounc'd unanswerable, tho'

in many Cases he might have found a full and.

sufficient Reply to his Cavil already given ; and

in more would have been able, by proper Ap

plication,
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?lication, to have thrown fresh Light upon' the

'assage as it now stands, and to have sliew'd it's

Relation to the Context. It has, I believe, ap-

pear'd in the foregoing Sheets, that a little more

Caution, and a little farther Examination into

the Original Language was necessary for Mr.

Kennicott, before he could properly undertake

the Work we have been considering. It is, in

my Opinion, therefore highly necessary to dis

courage such rash and hasty Attempts as these.

The Word of God is not to be trifled with :

the Almighty has set his sacred Seal to the fol

lowing Decree, and determin'd for ever the Du

ty of his Creature, Man : 1 Is any Man fiall

add unto the 'Things deliver'd in these holy Pages,

the LordJhall add unto him the Plagues that are

written therein : And if any ManJhall take away

therefrom, God Jhall take away his Part out of

the Book of Life, and out of the holy City. For

this is the Treasure sent from Heaven to enrich

the Sons of Men; this the Light which is to

direct their Feet into the Way of Peace. The

Children of Adam, who have all wander'd out

of the Way into the pathless Wilderness of Sin

and Ignorance, are for ever to have Recourse to

the Information of him, who is the Way, the

Truth and the Life. Who, like a careful Shep

herd, ever watchful for the Good of his help

less Flock, follows after, and brings back his

wandring Charge, and makes them one Fold

under one Shepherd. This sacred Depofitum

therefore the Church of Christ must deliver

3 RCV. 22. 18, I9.

down
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down to future Ages : to invalidate it's Evidence

is to strike at the Root of human Happiness, and

will never be allows by that God, who has pro-

mis'd to his Church, that the Gates of HellJhall

not prevail againjl it.

All I have undertaken upon this Occasion has

been for the Glory of God ; if that is at all pro

moted, I shall not neglect to praise that all-wise

and all-mighty Being, in whose Hands the Mean

ness of the Instrument is of no avail ; as it is his

peculiar Delight out of the Mouths of Babes and

Sucklings to perfeSt Praise.—-I have little Favour

to expect from the Hands of Mr. Kennicott, who

has treated, in a very contemptuous and disre-

respectful Manner, all that oppos'd the Opinion

he has happen'd to defend ; representing them as

destitute of Reason, incapable of Conviction, and

unfit to be argued with. But this will not avail

with me : I regard n o Man's Person : nor do X

esteem, in the least, the Opinion of Men,

of like Passions and Weaknesses with myself,

when the Glory of Jehovah and his Christ is

concern'd, when the Knowlege of eternal Salva

tion is to be preserv'd among the Sons of Men,

That Desire of popular Applause, that Unwill

ingness to oppose vulgar Errors and dangerous

Customs which have gradually crept into the

Church by the Artifice of it's Adversaries, which

is in our Times so prevalent, will I trust never

influence my Conduct, or make me tacitly as

sent to what I in my Heart abhor. May this

epidemical Evil be kept far off ; and may God

enable me, (notwithstanding all Opposition) to

come
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come to the Knowlege of his spiritual Truths,

and resolutely and invariably to stand up for

them, against all that shall knowingly or inad

vertently betray them : and may I be no longer

continued in Life, than while I shall dare to em

brace Truth, from whatever Quarter it comes ;

regardless of the noisy Clamours which the Sys

tematic may raise, thro' a fearful Apprehension

of they know not what, to be brought about

they know not how.

I would now desire the serious Reader to ask

himself, what he thinks must be the Consequence

of Mr. Rennicotfs Plan, if it is not generally dis-

courag'd ? Whether he does not think that every

Novice in the original Language of the Scrip

tures would not dare to object without Modesty

or Diffidence ? and whether in a short Time the

Scriptures would not, muft not necessarily become

so very uncertain, as to be incapable of being any

longer a Rule of Faith and Manners, a sure, un

erring Guide to the Heavenly Paradise, the Bles

sed Abode of Saints in Glory ? Let us therefore

all unite in establishing the Word of God in this

our Land : in unfolding the gracious Truths if

contains; that so he that reads may hear the

Voice of the Almighty speaking Peace and Com

fort to his Soul : let the lifeless Christians of the

present Age be rous'd from their spiritual Le

thargy, by the active Zeal of Christ's sincere Vo

taries, who must not in these Days of supine In

difference, as they value their own Salvation,

encourage the universal Disregard sliewn to the

Word of God, by encreasing the Number of

foolish
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foolish Objections against it 3 but must with in

defatigable Courage themselves penetrate into

the deep Recesses of this divine Treasury, in or

der to behold and contemplate with sacred Awe

the rich Profusion of divine Blessings therein dis-

play'd ; and to affect all within their Sphere with

equal Reverence for these sacred Truths. Then

will Mankind no longer openly blaspheme, or,

what is almost equally criminal, universally neg

lect this highest Gift of Heaven. Ignorance in

the Teacher, or Inattention in the Hearer, I pro

nounce not which, has most certainly now re-

duc'd the Word of God to the lowest Degree of

universal Neglect and Contempt. That which

most graciously holds forth Life and all Things

in every Line is now represented as void of every

Recommendation, as fit to afford Employment

only to the unletter'd Herd, whose untutor'd

Minds incapacitate them for manly Pursuits. The

Consequence is, as we might expect it should

be, that to understand this holy Volume makes

no Part of the Education of those who are de-

sign'd for the clerical Office, a small Part of

their after Studies, and as little of their weekly

Instructions. A wicked new-fangled Method has

been establifh'd, and now almost universally pre

vails, of teachingfor DocJrines the Commandmenti

of Men ; of dropping the Word of God, and

dealing forth, instead thereof, I know not what

fanciful Reveries of metaphysical Moralists, to

the irreparable Hurt of the unedified Hearers,

lost in the unknown Region of Abstractions.

Pride and Vanity in some, Ignorance and Idle-

R ness
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ness in others gave Rise to, and still preserves a-

mongst us this deplorable Evil. By means of

which the Knowlege of Christ is gradually de

creasing in this our Land, and must soon, if the

Clergy rife not to correct these melancholy Ab

uses, be utterly lost, and the Inhabitants thereof

once more plung'd into the Darkness of Paga

nism. Let us therefore all, in the Name of God,

and out of tender Compassion to ourselves and

Posterity, draw off the Attention of the giddy

Multitude from their childish Pursuits, and lay

open to them the Riches and Splendor of evan

gelic Truths. Let us explain to them the enga

ging and delightful Manner in which they are

deliver'd ; the Pleasure of which, when through

ly comprehended, can be only excell'd by fully

Enjoying the Subject of these exalted Descrip

tions. Let every Christian, in his Station, en

deavour with Zeal and Earnestness to promote

this Labour of Love : Then will the Christian

Sojourner enjoy the Consolation appointed for

him : He will behold the infinite Love of God

so far display'd in these holy Pages, where the

future Happiness of the Faithful is divinely de-

crib'd by the Pen of the Ready Writer, that he

will with Chearfulnefs resign himself even to all

the severer Dispensations of the Almighty ; keep

ing his Eye invariably fix'd upon his future Glo

ry, till the approach of that Time, when the un

erring Wisdom of Jehovah shall determine to

take off his Veil of Mortality, and translate him

hence to Light and Life Eternal. :„

F .I N I S.







 



 


